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Modular can be spectacular

Reinvent daylight design with
the new VELUX Modular Skylight System

A new design. A new material. Excellent energy performance.
Designed in co-operation with Foster + Partners, the new
VELUX Modular Skylight System is perfect for commercial environments.
It offers three flexible, innovative solutions for all kinds of commercial buildings.
We’re excited by the possibilities, and we think you will be too.
For more information call the VELUX Modular Skylight Team
on 01592 778 916 or email vms@velux.co.uk

Challenge perceptions | velux.co.uk/modularskylights

Your partner for
expert furniture fabrication
in Scotland
At Ashley Ann we have over 25 years’ experience working with architects on a wide range of projects
to create highly bespoke furniture for hospitals, offices, reception areas, dental surgeries, doctor’s
surgeries, hotel receptions and bars.
We take a highly flexible approach to all projects, and don’t have pre-conceived ideas about what can and can’t be
achieved. We can work in a very wide variety of materials, and the skill of our craftsmen ensures outstanding quality.
The scale of the projects we take on for architects also varies widely, and although the very large contracts are of
course ones we love to handle, we’re also very happy to take on much smaller and one-off jobs.
If you have a project in the pipeline to quote on, or just one on the horizon and would like to discuss options etc.
then please get in touch so we can start talking.

TRADE

Airport Industrial Estate, Wick Airport, Wick, KW1 4QS. T: 01955 604433 E: trade@ashleyann.co.uk

ashleyann.co.uk/trade
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malcolm cochrane

regulars // FROM THE PRESIDENT

a representative democracy?
Our esteemed predecessors who set up the RIAS in 1916 knew
what they were doing. They produced a Charter describing an
organisation which would be federal in its constitution, run by a
Council of peers and with high minded and remarkably unselfish
goals. Their model of governance survives, more or less intact,
nearly a century on.
While the Incorporation’s first goal is the promotion of
architecture to the benefit of society as a whole, the Charter also
embraces a role akin to that of a trades union in that, unlike other
professional institutions, the RIBA included, the RIAS also has a
remit to directly serve the business interests of its members. Thus
the Incorporation can promote both architecture and architects,
a careful distinction but a dual role which all architects would
undoubtedly agree is very much in the interests of Scotland as a
whole.
The structural diagram of the Incorporation all feeds up
to Council. Our Council is the determining authority on all the
Incorporation’s public undertakings. Of course the law requires
that within a trusteeship structure like that of the Incorporation,
a number of matters rest with our Chief Executive, thus, beyond
day-to-day management, the Secretary is responsible for
staffing matters, financial management and the fiscal probity
of the organisation. We are fortunate that the current Secretary
has introduced detailed reporting systems, including itemised
and annotated quarterly accounts which are, in themselves, a
detailed monitor of the extraordinarily diverse activities of the
Incorporation. Our AGM and Annual Report ensure that similarly
detailed information is shared with all of the Incorporation’s
membership, crucially important in an economic climate where
maximising the return on our investment is more important than
ever.
Council is, in turn, advised by the President’s Policy Committee.
Comprising Chapter Presidents and senior committee Convenors,
PPC as it is known, does not filter out items prior to their being
reported to Council. Rather it acts as an expert forum to ensure
the clarity of material going forward. In turn, all RIAS committees
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are timetabled to fit the quarterly PPC/Council schedule to ensure
that matters can be dealt with in an efficient and timely manner.
This mechanism ensures that the longest delay before any matter
is brought to Council is three months. However, if there is real
urgency in any item brought forward by a member or by a tight
timetable imposed from outwith the Incorporation, issues are
occasionally dealt with at the President’s discretion by email
circulation to appropriate senior advisors (usually committee
Convenors) and others and Council’s advice may be sought by
email.
Matters for Council tend, broadly, to be of two types:
• issues from RIAS committees brought forward for
consideration or decision by Council and
• issues brought forward by the Secretary/staff or advisors to
the Incorporation to inform Council or for decision.
As all of this demonstrates, the scrutiny of topics to be
brought before Council arises from a committee structure which
is designed to ensure that all the Incorporation’s core activities are
addressed by a representative expert committee. So any member
who has an issue for the Incorporation has several choices to
bring it before the Council. Matters are often brought forward
through the Chapters. Alternatively, members can communicate
directly with the relevant committee administrator or indeed
address correspondence directly to the Secretary or the President.
The whole process is designed to be as open and transparent as
possible and for matters of major import, members may be invited
to address the relevant committee or even Council itself.
The RIAS’ founders, in setting out the structure of their
organisation, also determined that the Incorporation’s Presidents
would be selected by Council as the informed representative forum.
They stipulated that the President should be elected from among
the Incorporation’s Fellows, thus ensuring a pool of potential
candidates who had already received the acclamation of their peers.
At this September’s Council I indicated that my nomination for
the next RIAS President is Iain Connelly, former Chief Architect at
Fife Council, an individual of the highest probity, a Past President
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Communications, Events, Awards & Membership (C.E.A.M)
Convenor: Andy Bruce FRIAS
contact via srosendahl@rias.org.uk

conservation
Convenor: Jocelyn Cunliffe FRIAS
contact via sbirch@rias.org.uk

Contracts & Appointments
Convenor: Mike Towers FRIAS

PPC

contact via mrichardson@rias.org.uk

education
Convenor: A Gordon Smith FRIAS
contact via mrichardson@rias.org.uk

council

Environment, Housing & Town Planning
Convenor: Hugh Crawford FRIAS
contact via mrichardson@rias.org.uk

Festival of Architecture 2016
Convenor: David Dunbar PPRIAS
contact via dmays@rias.org.uk

Government & Consultancy (G&C)
(Formerly Scottish Government & Local Authority Liaison and RIAS Consultancy Committees)

Convenor: Joan Scott FRIAS
contact via cbyrne@rias.org.uk

practice
Convenor: Willie Watt FRIAS
contact via mrichardson@rias.org.uk

of the Association of Chief Architects of Scottish Local Authorities
and an individual who has given many years of dedicated service
to the Incorporation. However the Charter allows for any Fellow to
stand for the Presidency by contacting either the President, their
own Chapter President or the Secretary. If there is more than one
nomination an election will be called, election statements sought
and voting papers issued to Council which, as with all of the
Incorporation’s key decisions, elects the President.
With its federal Chapter system, national elections and
structure of scrutiny committees, the Incorporation is elegantly
designed as a decision-making body. However it’s not through
the quality of its decision-making that the Incorporation will be
judged, but by its endeavours. Or, as the late Sir Robert Grieve Hon
FRIAS put it so elegantly, we must “exchange the unexceptionable
sentiment for the terror of action!” And believe me we do!

The President has nominated Iain Connelly FRIAS to
serve as President RIAS 2013-2015. Any other potential
nominees, who must be Fellows of the Incorporation,
should be notified to the President (president@rias.org.
uk) or Secretary (nbaxter@rias.org.uk) by Noon on 31st
October 2012. Should there be more than one nominee, the

sholto humphries prias
president

election will be determined by members of Council through
a postal vote and announced at December Council.
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REGULARS // ARCHIVAL
IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON FRIAS, A FORMER EDITOR OF THE RIAS MEMBERS’ JOURNAL CONTINUES HIS REGULAR SERIES

FROM OUR ARCHIVE
55 years ago
Extract from PROPECT no.7,
autumn 1957

Building a land fit for heroes prioritised
the provision of housing in a bid to address
the key issue of overcrowding. Traffic or
‘communications’ was already defying policy
approaches according to this extract:
The Redevelopment of Paisley. J A
McGregor
The application of the 1944 housing
standards of occupancy show that 11,500
families required to be rehoused on
overcrowding grounds alone. At that time
too, the traffic problems, arising from the
continued use of the main shopping street
- the High Street - as a main traffic route,
were already very apparent. The failure in
practice of a policy of establishment of
street centre lines and prescriptive widths,
aided quite inadequately by sundry local
improvements, was most marked.
After almost fifty years such a policy
had failed to achieve anything worthwhile
towards meeting ever-increasing traffic
needs.
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In 1944 a short term plan of action
for the succeeding period of ten years was
prepared. This resolved itself into two
main targets - housing and improvement
of communications - involving firstly the
building of sufficient houses in new areas
to facilitate large scale clearances in the
old, and secondly, the redevelopment of
cleared sites predominantly for residential
use. Whilst doing so, new traffic routes
would be created at the minimum cost and
with payment of minimum compensation.
It is perhaps worth recording that
the countless sceptics of 1944 have been
confounded, the programme set down
then having been almost exactly adhered
to, at least in so far as housing and
clearance are concerned. The problem of
communications, in part, however still
remains to be dealt with as and when
government policy permits.
The accompanying sketch shows the
15 storey point block which will probably
be built on the extreme west of the area
and which will form the last contract of
the redevelopment scheme. It is proposed

that this block providing 56 four person,
three apartment flats, will be constructed
with a semi-crosswall reinforced concrete
superstructure, with buff coloured brick
cladding. Twin lifts, individual balconies,
refuse chutes, a laundrette and adequate
individual storage space are being
provided.

25 years ago
EXTRACT FROM PROSPECT NO. 31,
autumn 1987

This extract from an article first published
in RIAS PROSPECT in 1987, shows an
interesting and pioneering project which
made serious efforts to reduce energy use by
design:
The house was designed by Ian and Marjorie
Appleton and is mainly used for weekends
and vacations.
Various energy saving devices are
incorporated. These include a square
plan to minimise enclosing wall area and
wind resistance. The section profile is also
designed to minimise wind resistance.
Trees are planted to the north-east which
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Q&As – SHOLTO HUMPHRIES PRIAS
AND FIONA MCLACHLAN
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9 772044 185005

In the most recent renaissance at 15 Rutland
Square, Secretary Neil Baxter has taken
the Incorporation from an impoverished
state with downbeat ambition in the midlate 2000’s back, once again, to a vigorous
organisation with expanding influence and
horizons. A tipping point for many long time
members hinged around the possible sale of
the building which had been bequeathed by
Sir Robert Rowand Anderson at the founding
of the RIAS in 1916. Neil wisely focused on the
value of this asset and has skillfully managed
to improve the facility by increments and
within tight budgets each year:
Hidden Assets, by Neil Baxter.
The gradual restoration of No 15 continues.
There will, within the next month or so, be
further disruption when the hallway and
stairwell, running up through the three
main floors of the building are redecorated.
That long overdue lick of paint is the last
part of the 2011 programme of works. The
plan for 2012 is to restore and upgrade
the shabby basement offices, which many
of the Incorporation’s staff have dutifully
tolerated for too long.
One aspect of the role of our
headquarters, which must be fairly far from
the consideration of most members, is
that our premises possess a liquor license.
Members can be assured that this is not in

AFTER THE FACTORY

£10.00
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will eventually act as a shelter belt to reduce
the effect of cold winds.
There is a centrally located log burning
fire, within a masonry thermal store, small
double-glazed windows, with insulated
shutters are located to the north, with
large double-glazed windows with insulated
shutters are located to the north, with
large double-glazed windows to the south
to allow sun penetration. The timber
interlocking-log external wall and turf
roof finish provide a high level of thermal
insulation. The timber floor is suspended
off brick walls.
The plan was resolved as a square to
offer an equal distribution of load about the
perimeter wall head from the pyramidal roof
form. The enclosed square is subdivided by
a box containing bathroom and storage to
form two bedrooms, which can be closed off
by folding doors.
The living, dining and kitchen areas
occupy one space overlooking the glen to the
south. Timber windows are located on each
corner of the plan. The turret accommodates
the metal chimney and allows daylight into
the centre of the building.
The main structure is a pair of plywood
box beams spanning across the width of the
house, with plywood box hip beams. Water
is from a communal tank located in the hill
above and drainage is to a communal septic
tank in the valley.

order that we can convert the building into
a tavern in the event of even harder times,
but simply to enable the RIAS to let out
its spaces whether to members or paying
guests for meetings and events which may,
on occasion, involve the odd glass of wine.
The implication of course of being licensed
is that the full rigour of licensing laws and
the concomitant health and safety rules
apply.
Edinburgh City Council has been
assiduous on the application of these rules
to all premises which hold a license. Even
though the Incorporation is very far removed
from the regular howf or even from the
sybaritic delights of your local bowling club,
we have undertaken complete replacement
of all our emergency lighting to meet the
rigorous new standards. Fortunately much
of the work meshed in with the continuing
programme of improvement works to the
building so, although the disruption was
still substantial, it did have the benefit of
being simultaneous with the temporary
inconvenience of much other beneficial
ongoing improvement.
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john kennedy,
university of strathclyde,
winner, rias drawing award

2012 scottish student awards
This years A+DS/RIAS Scottish Student Awards
for Architecture were judged by RIAS
President Sholto Humphries, Steve Malone
from SUST., Sandy Robinson representing
the Scottish Government and guest Chair
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Professor Kathryn Findlay FRIAS on 5th
July 2012. The awards were presented at
The Lighthouse that same evening. We are
very grateful to all the judges and extend
particular thanks to Kathryn.
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The RIAS Rowand Anderson Silver Medal
for best scottish student

Winner Sam Wilson University of Dundee

This set of drawings re-thinks the architectural process
in a very imaginative way. They prompt a passionate
response. Finding beauty in the ordinary, the articulation
of space, the rendering of solid against void and the
orchestration of light and shadow demonstrate an intuitive
understanding of the potential power of architecture.
Well-established and conventional approaches are
strongly challenged in these drawings and a strong and
convincing new architectural voice emerges.

commended calum paterson scott sutherland school of architecture

The evolution of the design approach here is beautifully and
seductively simple. The play of light on materials and the rendering
of textures is compellingly communicated. While the architecture
is inherently responsive and appropriate, the expression and
communication is powerful and convincing.

13
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02

Architecture and Design Scotland Award
for Best 3rd Year Student

Winner jack taylor mackintosh school of architecture

The communication of approach and intent is excellent. Sensitivity
to context is very apparent. The delineation of these proposals
demonstrates both spatial awareness and a good understanding
of the tactile and visual qualities of the proposed materials. The
drawings are seductive and powerfully communicate space and
light. The approach is highly individual while also conveying a sound
understanding of the needs of users.

highly commended josh murphy mackintosh school of architecture

14

This submission demonstrates
careful and deliberate process
in the formulation of the design
approach. It acknowledges history
and context and utilises both
intelligently. While the approach
is careful and understated, there
is significant drama and a real
contemplative quality in the
interiors in particular.
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Architecture + Design Scotland
Urban Design Award

Winner Michal Scieszka, Dale Smith university of strathclyde

The analysis is iterative, from the macro to the
micro scales. It does not follow an established
formula or strategy but subtly demonstrates a
more personal and innovative approach. This
new way of reading the city leads to a quiet,
modest, understated and thoroughly appropriate
conclusion. The design is set gently within the
established context, neither declarative or
disruptive. Through independent thinking and
sophisticated analysis this project gets it spot on!

highly commended Douglas
Tullie, Ben Watson, Phoebe Yu
esala

The careful analysis gets ‘under the skin’ of the city. However the
city is understood, not simply on a pragmatic or technical level,
but through a more poetic reading, carefully weighing history,
symbolism, expectation and delight. The scheme meshes with the
existing fabric, portraying a strong sense of movement, fitting to this
context.

commended Ruth Acheson, Shona
Black, Stephen Wilson esala

This grouping of buildings, essentially a new quarter utilising the
existing city as its backdrop, is carefully considered. The city acts as
host to this appropriately scaled project, rather than its immediate
context.
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Architecture + Design Scotland Sust. Award
for Sustainable Design

Winner Michal Scieszka, Dale Smith university of strathclyde

Social and urban sustainability issues are explored
and addressed in this careful and intelligent project.
While there is significant emphasis on the micro
issues of sustainability in many contemporary
projects, this scheme addresses the future of a
community threatened by issues of ageing and
natural wastage. From the masterplan, through
density, use, structure and materials, every element
contributes to a long-term future generated through
this comprehensive vision.
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The RIAS Drawing Award

Winner john kennedy university of strathclyde

The complexity of the response to this challenge is beautifully
considered and explored through these drawings. The designed
components emerge from the drawn context, highlighted through
the application of a variety of techniques, through contrast and the
subtle use of colour. Plans, sections, elevations and perspectives
are superbly rendered in drawings which generate a convincing
cumulative narrative. These drawings are evocative of process and
thereby go well beyond simple notions of well-drawn buildings –
they are truly architectural.
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REFLECTIONS ON JONATHAN SPEIRS

Remembering
My Best Friend

project images throughout: speirs + major

Paul Gregory

Jonathan Speirs was one of the driving forces behind the birth of
architectural lighting design worldwide. When he began most of
the lighting in Europe was specified by electrical engineers. He was
instrumental in changing that. One by one he spoke to architects
and owners about light as a creative tool, not just for illumination.
His ability to see their project through the eyes of an architect
and his passion made all the difference. They were captivated by
his charm, intelligence and fresh point of view. His beautifully
prepared presentations, which the clients and owners loved, are
now the industry standard.
But most importantly Jonathan Speirs was my best friend.
We met 30 years ago at Waverley Station in Edinburgh. A few
months later, in 1983, he came, with Liz his “wife to be”, for the
first of many visits to New York. We did the grand tour. We saw
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shows, walked all over, went to the top of the twin towers and, as
Jonathan put it, “fitted in four good meals a day.”
Shortly after that we began our World’s Fair Trips and went to
Seville, Hanover and Madrid. That was the most fun, exercising our
minds and imaginations. Seeing something, talking and bringing
back fuel for the next project. We went to Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Paris,
Switzerland, Miami, Las Vegas, San Francisco, Seattle, Milan,
Frankfurt, Fort Worth, Bilbao, Zaragoza, Copenhagen, Chicago,
Boston, Reykjavik, Arizona, El Paso and many others.
We had a ball! We could talk about design for hours on end,
how the mind or the visual memory worked, does emotion make a
memory stronger? Sometimes it was just fun: Like the Christmas
with our families in Barbados when we water-skied on the ocean.
Jonathan once arranged for us to go to Bochum, Germany to

james newton
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infinity bridge, stockton-on-tees

teach. We had 20 students with the theatre institute, doing what
we called “Guerilla Lighting” where you design it in the morning,
set it up in the afternoon and show it to the town at night. They
loved him.
They asked me to teach for a week at Texas Christian University
in Fort Worth. I said I couldn’t go unless Jonathan came too. They
agreed and that’s where we met Fred Oberkircher, Past President
of the IES and developed another great
friendship.
We met Fred at the airport,
had a champagne toast to celebrate
Jonathan’s arrival, discussed our week
of teaching, got back on the plane, flew
three hours to El Paso, drove five hours

to see Dan Flavin’s last light art exhibit at Marfa, then we drove
back to El Paso, flew back to Fort Worth and taught for a week.
That was a typical trip for us. We were like little kids, inspired and
excited by what we saw.
He set a great example for us all! Enjoy Life, make it an event, he
did! Be inquisitive, experience as many things as you can, then do
more. Be considerate, Jon gave freely of his time to help students
and friends. He was the kindest man I
have ever known.
Paul Gregory
Focus Lighting
paul gregory is an internationallyrenowned lighting designer who first
came to fame for his work on the movie
‘saturday night fever’!

19
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colin ball

REFLECTIONS ON JONATHAN SPEIRS

A Master of Light
Mark Major FRIAS

magna science and adventure centre

When Jonathan passed away in June many obituaries managed to
convey not only his great achievements but also his contribution
to the development of lighting design worldwide. He would have
complained ‘it should have been about the team and not me’.
But leadership is important. In leading the team in Edinburgh to
produce so many great, award-winning lighting projects, Jonathan
managed to somehow scatter his magic widely enough to ensure
success.
Given everything that has been written, what is there left
to say? Perhaps to look at Jonathan’s work in more detail – at
the ideas behind some of the many great projects he personally
directed.
A little bit of history provides some context. There were four
clear ‘chapters’ to the story of Jonathan’s professional life:
Chapter 1 was Lighting Design Partnership (LDP) – formed
in Edinburgh in 1983 along with the theatrical lighting designer
Andre Tammes. LDP established a new model for lighting practice
in the UK, growing from a small studio in Edinburgh into one of
the most successful lighting practices in the world.
There was a parting of the ways in 1992 and Jonathan began
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Chapter 2 – ‘Jonathan Speirs and Associates’ (JSA). Now he was
on his own, effectively starting again, initially from an office in
Blair Street shared with Richard Murphy (talented people drawn
together) and then in the splendour of Well Court Hall, Dean
Village. He also found himself trying to build up his work from
scratch in a recession. At this point he and I came together again
(I had left LDP some four years prior to Jonathan and we were
in touch almost immediately upon his departure). I was running
a small London practice called MRA and doing some part-time
teaching. We agreed that it would be good to collaborate with
JSA rooted in Scotland and MRA being ‘down south’. Given that
Jonathan had sworn that ‘he would never have a partner again’
we were both surprised when in 1995 we turned to Chapter 3 and
formed ‘Speirs and Major’ (SaM).
Given Jonathan’s concerns about partnership for the first few
years we operated a group practices arrangement which resolved
itself in 2003 when SaM bought out JSA. Thus began Chapter 4 –
the formation of ‘Speirs and Major Associates’ (SaMA).
In moving from one chapter to another Jonathan took the
opportunity to make a fresh start – he acknowledged that each

step afforded him a level of ‘re-invention’ with renewed vigour.
Indeed on the eve of Jonathan’s unexpected retirement from
practice in February 2010 he, our co-Director Keith Bradshaw
and I were on the cusp of moving to’ the next chapter with the
evolution of ‘Speirs + Major’. This has seen the practice move away
from being ‘Lighting Architects’ to being ‘Designers Working with
Light’ - effectively a multi-disciplinary lighting practice.
One of the things that Jonathan most enjoyed about our
workload was the variety. Unlike other lighting practices we
don’t specialise in shopping centres or hotels, residential work or
museums but work on all of those and more, including commercial
buildings, airports, religious buildings, heritage projects, public
realm, lighting masterplans – the list goes on. What we learn from
one project we bring to the next. When we won the lighting of
Terminal 5, Heathrow we were told it didn’t matter that we had
never worked on an airport as we had produced a great result at
Bluewater – the largest shopping centre in Europe at the time.
To BAA our retail credentials were far more important than our
understanding of the aviation world.
Jonathan’s particular strength lay in creating fantastic lighting
solutions for individual projects. That is not to say he had nothing
to offer in urban design. He had proposed lighting strategies
for Edinburgh (with LDP), for the Isle of Man and Portsmouth
(JSA) and more recently for Al Raha Beach and MASDAR in Abu
Dhabi. He created wonderful schemes ranging from the warm soft
white lighting of the Oesterfaelled quarter of Copenhagen to an
ephemeral light show to celebrate Croydon’s skyline. However
Jonathan was never one for writing long reports or dealing with
local politics. He liked to see a result from his efforts!
So the secret to Jonathan’s approach can best be found in
looking at individual projects. Whilst at LDP he completed a
number of celebrated hotel projects in the 1980’s, most notably
the Oslo Sheraton, the Langham Hilton and the SAS Radisson
Brussels. At Oslo his scheme for the main atrium was not a oneoff static response to the architecture but slowly changes its mood

Keith Hunter

Gateshead Millennium Bridge

Graham Peacock
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over a very long period of time. The transition was so gentle that
he commented that if you went out to dinner it was only when
you came back that you would sense that something had changed
but probably not put it down to the lighting. In a place of long
winter nights, this ‘natural’ transition signalled time passing.
‘Organic’ lighting was a particular passion throughout his working
life. Change, sometimes subtle, sometimes overt, is at the heart of
much of his best work.
The Burj Al Arab Hotel (Atkins, 1999) is perhaps the most
celebrated of his hospitality projects. This seminal piece, a symbol
of Dubai’s early development, broke new ground in providing a
permanent light show of astonishing dimensions – which has gone
on to influence a generation of lighting designers across the world.
Saturated in a range of ever changing colours complemented by
flickering and flashing strobes the Burj Al Arab was Jonathan at
his most creative, ambitious, playful and persuasive. Who else
could have convinced both the client and architectural team to
take such a risk? The fact that it endures is testament to its success
and the quality of its delivery.
Bridges were another of Jonathan’s specialties. Particularly
notable were Gateshead Millennium Bridge (Wilkinson Eyre/
Gifford, 2002), the delicate Bridge of Aspiration which joins the
Royal Ballet School to the Royal Opera House over Floral Street in
London (Wilkinson Eyre/Flint and Neill, 2003) and more recently
Infinity Bridge, Stockton-On-Tees (Spence Associates/Expedition,
2009). Gateshead was probably his favourite – not only because it
won the Stirling Prize (a party that led him to miss a trip to India
- such was his hangover!) but because he created a real narrative
around the way the arch opens to allow boats to pass beneath.
The underside of the main deck had been beautifully detailed by
Wilkinson Eyre and the slow movement of the Tyne resulted in
the water being highly reflective. Jonathan lit the underside of the
deck so the bridge would not only be appreciated when in motion
but every day through that reflection. Such lateral thinking was
typical – always looking for the extra dimension.
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incredible new atmosphere for that great room but subtly branded
the space. He thought at a highly detailed and crafted level.
Early public projects included The Fruitmarket Gallery,
Edinburgh (Richard Murphy Architects, 1993), the Lighthouse,
Glasgow (Page \ Park, 1999), The Architecture for All Gallery,
Victoria and Albert Museum, London (Gareth Hoskins, 2004) and
the magnificent Copenhagen Opera House that he co-directed
with Keith Bradshaw (Henning Larsen, 2005). He also carried
out the lighting of the John Hope Gateway at Edinburgh’s Royal
Botanic Gardens (Edward Cullinan Architects, 2009).
Jonathan’s most important public project was the lighting of
the Shiekh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan Mosque in Abu Dhabi,
also co-directed by Keith. This project, a further IALD Radiance
Award winner, is truly astounding in its scale and sophistication.
The central idea for the exterior lighting created a poetic response
based on the image of a full moon with wisps of cloud moving across
its face. The building’s character alters as the lunar cycle progresses,
bathed in cool white light at the full moon, but shifting colour and
growing gradually bluer as the moon wanes. On the fourteenth
evening the mosque is lit in deepest blue to signify darkness - yet
the viewer never perceives the building changing from one colour
to the next. As Jonathan said: “In the same way as the moon has
an impact on the tides, we wanted the moon to have an impact on
the building. The idea was to have a building that, by full moon, is
lit pristinely with white light, but with a textural quality evocative of
clouds slowly drifting in front of a full white moon.”
To deal with all of Jonathan’s wonderful lighting projects
would take an entire book. He had a unique way of addressing each
design challenge and coming up with a fresh and highly creative
solution.
One final aspect of Jonathan’s work however, perhaps best
sums up the way he thought. He worked on a small number of
existing or abandoned industrial sites; Dewar Place Substation,
Burj Al Arab Hotel
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Jonathan spent a good deal of his professional life travelling.
He considered himself an expert on the ‘passenger experience’. One
of his masterpieces was his simple interpretation of Rogers Stirk
Harbour + Partners’ Terminal 4, Barajas, Madrid (2004). Jonathan
conceived two simple, highly repetitive, details as the backbone
of the lighting scheme: The first was a mirror system suspended
from the roof such that it not only reflected functional light to the
concourses below but softly revealed the undulating timber form.
The second was a disc light fitting, ‘the wok’, used extensively
in the lower levels such as the baggage reclaim. This fitting was
a loose fit ceiling and a light fitting in one. When challenged,
Jonathan could produce elegant and truly integrated technical
solutions of simplicity and beauty. This scheme became the first
of our projects to win the coveted International Association of
Lighting Designers’ (IALD) Radiance Award in 2008.
Perhaps less focused on office projects Jonathan nonetheless
completed quite a few close to home, including Standard Life’s
Headquarters (Michael Laird), John Menzies Headquarters
(Bennetts Associates, 1995) and more recently some of
Quartermile, Edinburgh (Foster + Partners, 2008). We also codirected Swiss Re on 30 St. Mary Axe, aka ‘The Gherkin’ (Foster +
Partners, 2004) where he designed the lighting for the fit-out and
the top space.
When confronted with a sober brief from corporate executives
or developers Jonathan always found a way to bring a creative
dimension to the table. Often this was through special details
reflecting his great love of glass. The most notable example was the
incredible chandelier he created for the Halifax Bank of Scotland
Headquarters on the Mound (Malcolm Fraser Architects, 2007).
The floating planes of glass, suspended from a sparkling stainless
steel hub, were skilfully etched by Italian craftsmen to form an
abstracted Saltire – the very symbol of the bank – in glowing white
light, seen against a low blue wash. Jonathan not only created an

Alyssha Eve Csuk
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Edinburgh (Skakel and Skakel, 1996) turned a sows ear into silk
purse (and within view of the castle!). This was closely followed by
a competition that he and I won for the UNESCO World Heritage
site of the Zollverein Kokerei in Essen (1999). There the most
notable feature is the way the rust-red, 800m long, façade reflects
in a continuous pool of black water. The pool wasn’t there to begin
with – it was part of our lighting idea. Other notable projects
of this type are the fantastic lighting of the Bethlehem Steel
Works in Pennsylvania and, in perhaps one of his finest hours,
his contribution to Wilkinson Eyres’ (yet again Stirling Prize
winning!) conversion of an abandoned steelworks in Rotherham
into the Magna Science Adventure Centre (2001). The project was
perfect for Jon: His response was to create an atmosphere of softly
floating clouds for the Air Pavilion, searing red heat for the Fire
Pavilion, rippling turquoise patterns of light for the Water Pavilion
and deep shadowy white light for the Earth Pavilion, all linked by
terminal 4, barajas airport

edgy and dramatic lighting of the various connecting walkways
and key industrial elements. Here Jonathan was not only able to
express his passion for ‘narrative light’ but he did so knowing it
would impress his most critical but favourite audience – children.
For a ‘big kid’ Magna was the ideal project. Whilst there was a
considered side to Jonathan Speirs, his best work always reflected
his sense of adventure, fun and play. Above all he liked stories –
and telling them through light.
Mark Major FRIAS RIBA IALD PLDA FRSA
Director Speirs + Major
Jonathan Speirs’ Top Twenty
1.

Interior lighting Sheraton Hotel, Oslo (Platou, 1985)

2.

Exterior lighting Langham Hilton, London (Richmond Group, 1991)

3.

SAS Radisson, Brussels (1991)

4.

Croydon Skyline, London (1994)

5.

Alexander Graham Bell House, Edinburgh (Bennetts Associates, 1995)

6.

Tower of Time, Manchester (RHWL, 1996)

7.

Substation, Dewar Place, Edinburgh (Skakel and Skakel, 1996)

8.

Exterior lighting Burj Al Arab and Jumeirah Beach Hotels, Dubai (Atkins,
1999)

9.

30 St. Mary Axe, London (Foster + Partners, 2004)

10. Magna Science Adventure Centre, Rotherham (Wilkinson Eyre
Architects, 2001)
11.	Gateshead Millennium Bridge (Wilkinson Eyre / Gifford, 2002)
12. Terminal 4, Barajas Airport, Madrid (Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners,
2004)
13. Architecture for All Gallery, Victoria and Albert Museum, London (Gareth
Hoskins, 2004)
14. Copenhagen Opera House, Denmark (Henning Larsen, 2005)
15. Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan Grand Mosque, Abu Dhabi (Halcrow
Group, 2009)
16.	HBOS HQ, Edinburgh (Malcolm Fraser Architects, 2007)

speirs + major

17. Infinity Bridge, Stockton-On-Tees (Spence Associates / Expedition, 2009)
18.	Burj Khalifa, Dubai (SOM, 2010)
19. Sand Bethworks, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania (RTKL, 2010)
20. Twin Sails Bridge, Poole (Wilkinson Eyre Architects / Ramboll, 2012)
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Looking Forward

davies street wine boutique

Jonathan was diagnosed with cancer in December 2009. When it
was confirmed that his diagnosis was terminal, only two months
later, he immediately decided to retire from the practice. The
strong kinship between Mark, Jonathan and I allowed us to speak
candidly together about how best to continue with our joint plan
to build a bolder, multi-disciplined lighting practice. Prior to
Jonathan’s illness the three of us had spent many hours together
imagining a new and evolved practice.
On the face of it a new website and logo might appear to be
largely cosmetic changes. We had however been working closely
with Bibliotheque Design to develop a new look that moved us
from Speirs and Major Associates towards a brand - ‘Speirs + Major’
- which accurately reflects us as a diverse practice with a broad
skills base working on a wide range and scale of projects. Although
we continued to celebrate the term ‘Lighting Architects’, which we
coined in the early ‘90’s, ‘Designers working with light’ tells a more
accurate story of how Speirs + Major has evolved in response to
both personal ambitions and new market opportunities.
Despite his illness Jonathan continued work with us until late
2011. His consultant role provided us with valuable input. He was
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james newton

Keith Bradshaw

davies street wine boutique

always willing to offer Mark and myself an objective ear on the
evolution of Speirs + Major and the on-going work of the practice.
He watched on as the team delivered the last of the projects for
which he had been responsible, passing on advice in his quiet but
determined manner: if you ever heard him express an opinion
prefixed by “….in my humble opinion” you knew it was best to
listen. The lighting masterplan for Al Ain with Machado Silvetti,
the Trump Tower Light Line in Toronto with artist Michael Snow
and the Twin Sails Bridge, Poole with Wilkinson Eyre Architects
all were completed during this period. At the same time the
practice began to work on an increasingly broad range of projects,
developing our philosophy further and providing new ideas behind
each project. The market has changed and we are now interested in
many varied aspects of design including how we might respond to
the various social, economic and environmental issues associated
with light.
More recently completed projects include the lighting of the
12th Century basilica at the UNESCO World Heritage Site of
Pannonhalma Monastery, Hungary with John Pawson Architects,
the University of the Arts, Kings Cross with Stanton Williams,

eur congressi

cree

speirs + major
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aeroblades

Burlington Arcade, London with Peter Marino Architects and a
very special Wine Boutique for Hedonism Wines with Universal
Design Studio (Jon would particularly approve!). We also saw the
realisation of the first of a range of product developments we have
been engaged with through the release of ‘Aeroblades’ – an LED
streetlight for Cree. Inc., that was launched at Light + Building in
Frankfurt in spring of this year.
Ongoing projects include EUR Congressi, Rome with Studio
Fuksas, Gardermoen and Bergen Airports with Narud Stokke
Wiig, strategic and project design delivery for Miami Design
District, the re-lighting of Canterbury Cathedral, a new hotel in
the Middle East with David Chipperfield and RDAI and a unique
commission in Utrecht which will be the focal point of the 300year
anniversary of the Treaty of Utrecht in April 2013. Today Speirs +
Major runs six design teams across our London and Edinburgh
studios. They include urban designers, architects, industrial
designers, visualisers, graphics designers and other disciplines.
The team and portfolio have become even more international than
three years ago as we seek out the best skills and opportunities
across the world. Ongoing projects in USA, Canada, Norway,

India, China and Australia allow us to match opportunities to
our ambition. Our long term collaborations with architects and
designers such as Wilkinson Eyre Architects, Foster + Partners,
Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners, Studio Fuksas and Narud Stokke
Wiig have been joined by new partnerships with BIG Architects,
James Corner Field Operations, Delugan Meissel Architects,
MAKE and West8.
Perhaps most fitting of all though is our continuing work for
Maggie’s. Having worked on the, Stirling Prize winning, Maggie’s
Centre in London with Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners we were
approached by Laura Lee of the charity to design the lighting for
two further projects just after Jonathan retired. The first is with
Edward Cullinan Architects for a site in Newcastle. The second,
which Jonathan worked on during his illness, is in Lanarkshire
with Reiach and Hall.
We still miss Jonathan every day.
Keith Bradshaw
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Appreciation
Neil Baxter
This short appreciation was given by the RIAS
Secretary at the memorial event for Jonathan in
Edinburgh on Tuesday 26th June.
Jonathan’s favourite book was In Praise of Shadows, an essay,
written in 1933, by the Japanese author Junichiro Tanizaki.
Given Jonathan’s life-long preoccupation with bringing light
out of darkness Tanizaki’s essay is an appropriate choice. In it
he explores comparisons of light and darkness as metaphors for
Western and Asian cultures. He considers the layered tonality of
shadows, the low light sheen of gold, the shimmer of embroidery,
the patination of ancient objects, the glints of sunlight fractured
by clouds and the nuances of difference between gleam and shine.
These considerations were important to Jonathan, they influenced
his thinking, how he viewed the world and how he lived his life.
Mind you it would be quite wrong to give the impression that
Jonathan’s cultural influences were restricted to relatively obscure
Japanese philosophical treatises. Let me take you back to a once
gracious, high ceilinged, flat in Aberdeen in the late 1970s. By the
time of our story it is shared by Jonathan and fellow students
Gordon Swapp and Paul Devlin and frankly it’s a bit of a midden.
Paul, a keen mountaineer has the habit of climbing up the walls
with his ice axes. Jonathan has had the inspired idea of using giant
billboard posters, mainly for beer and cigarettes, as wallpaper,
there are weeks of accumulated unwashed dishes piled high in the
sink and the air is rich with the scent of candles and joss sticks.
Essentially a scene from “The Young Ones” – and the perfect venue
for all night parties, awash with alcoholic refreshment – of which
there were many.
Not that Jonathan frittered away his valuable architectural
education in a life of drink, clubbing and partying. On the
contrary his distractions from education went well beyond that.
He regularly DJ’d in the Student Union and helped the renowned
Aberdeen rock band ‘Sitting on the Fence’ with special effects –
including bucket loads of dry ice and, of course, lighting. He had
no idea that this sort of activity would inspire a whole career –
well, minus the dry ice!
Fast forward to the Robert Gordon’s University Arts Ball in
1979. Jonathan and one of his best pals, Bruce Cockburn, have
been given the task of booking the musicians. Previous Arts Balls
had been graced with top Aberdeen bands, like Hard Road, The
Facells, Treble Chance and Zanussi and the Frigidaires – hard
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acts to follow! Jonathan and Bruce did their research. They noted
that an up and coming combo were playing a series of gigs around
Scotland in the week of the Ball. But the Thursday night, the very
night they needed, was free. Jonathan called their management
the next morning and so it was that, for the, then exorbitant, fee
of £1,500, Messrs Speirs and Cockburn secured the services of
only the most famous Aberdonian on the planet, Annie Lennox.
In the week of the ball The Tourists reached No. 1 in the UK
singles charts with ‘I Only Want to be With You’! The Ball, of
course, was a huge success. As Bruce has commented, this was
fairly typical of the brave, audacious and ambitious approach of
the young Mr Speirs – he had the knack of making fun things
happen.
Jonathan’s subsequent, extraordinary career as one of
the world’s greatest lighting designers has been well recorded
and widely reported. He was fiercely proud of Speirs + Major’s
Scottish roots. Given that his work was truly global he was able
to make a convincing case for retaining a strong presence in
Edinburgh. Indeed he frequently described the Edinburgh office
as “headquarters”, as much, I reckon, to wind up Mark Major as
anything else.
There is no question however that wherever he went,
Jonathan was an ambassador for Scotland. Happily there are now
innumerable leading architects and major clients throughout the
world who, from Jonathan’s example, firmly believe that quiet
modesty, infectious enthusiasm, inspirational solutions and
consummate professionalism are the defining characteristics of
the Scots – and who are we to contradict them!
Of course working in many nations brings some cultural
and communications challenges. One regular difficulty was
identification. This was in part solved by a Norwegian pal who
suggested that the colleague who was due to meet Jonathan in
a crowded airport should look out for some who looked, “like a
combination of Benny and Bjorn from Abba”. That of course
worked, virtually across the globe. Although understandably he
wasn’t much flattered by the description, Jonathan used it himself.
Over the last three decades Jonathan’s work and that of his
colleagues, firstly at LDP then, for the last 20 years, building
a global reputation with Speirs + Major, has improved lives.
Jonathan implicitly understood that lighting design is not simply
about rendering the night-time appearance of buildings, streets
and places more visually appealing, it enhances feelings of security
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and wellbeing it can also introduce mystery, illusion and even, on
occasion, nothing less than sheer joy. If good architecture improves
people’s everyday experience, great architectural lighting can make
the mundane attractive and render good architecture truly great.
Jonathan took particular pride in a long list of collaborations
with great architects, his Oslo Tower, the Gateshead Bridge, the
work at Manchester, Madrid and Beijing Airports, Copenhagen
Opera House, the Burj Al Arab and Burj Kalifa in Dubai, the
rendering of the lunar cycle in the Grand Mosque in Abu Dhabi
and the Bethlehem Steel Works in Pennsylvania are most regularly
quoted but there is a very long list of other, similarly world class,
projects.
There have also been many, much more modest schemes
and temporary projects, like making multi-coloured dinosaurs
in the National History Museum for the re-launch of Joseph.
And the ones that got away - like a brilliant notion for attuning
international air travellers to new time zones by gradations in the
tonality and intensity of lighting during their flight.
The awards in recognition of Speirs + Major’s leadership in
their field are many. Both Jonathan and the practice have earned
the accolade of lighting designers of the decade in successive
decades. Several International Association of Lighting Designers’
Radiance Awards have recognised specific projects and Jonathan
earned honorary membership of the International Association
of Lighting Designers, the honorary Fellowship of the Society
of Light and Lighting, the Royal Incorporation of Architects in
Scotland’s Fellowship and its Lifetime Achievement Award and an
honorary doctorate in science from Heriot-Watt University. There
are few Scots who have achieved quite so much, or contributed
quite so much.
To come back to three of the themes I opened with – good
friends, nightclubs and Mr Tanizaki… Nightclubs first, Jonathan
told me this story which may have been a little embellished in
the recounting. Some years ago, Jonathan, Keith Bradshaw and
Jonathan’s great pal and hero, Paul Gregory were among the
glittering guests at the opening of new premises for which Speirs +
Major had provided the lighting design – a new retail emporium in
Tokyo for their esteemed client, Mr Giorgio Armani. The opening
went very well and afterwards the guests retired to a fashionable
night club which Mr Armani had secured for the night.
Jonathan commented that rarely had he seen so much premier
cru Champagne, dozens of bottles, many of them already opened,

awaiting the celebrations. Jonathan and colleagues were there
early but soon after Mr Armani arrived followed by his entourage
of beautiful male and female models (mainly male!). Then
something happened, Jonathan said he didn’t see the incident but
clearly Mr Armani was greatly offended by something someone
did or said. So, after a heated exchange, the great man left the
club, followed by his large entourage of camp followers. “So there
we were” said Jonathan ruefully, “just us, a few dozen bottles of
premier cru bubbly and a nightclub at our disposal – what do you
do?” He hit the phones, invited all his Tokyo pals to invite all their
Tokyo pals and a very fine time was had by all, generously funded
by Mr Armani.
Jonathan always revelled in the company of good friends.
He also had an exacting sense of just the right alcoholic
accompaniment to any occasion. Thus the 2010 Doolan Awards
mini-bus was enlivened by Jonathan’s precisely concocted G+T’s,
his recent sojourns with architectural cronies Brian Lightbody and
Roy Milne gave them an education in dry vodka martinis – with
a twist. Most poignantly, his last dinner with his student pals
Gordon Swapp, Gordon Smith and John Buchan at this year’s
RIAS Convention in Aberdeen was accompanied by very fine red
wine which Jonathan was determined to enjoy, even if, in his own
words, “it kills me!”
I promised to come back to Tanizaki. As AC Grayling has
observed, In Praise of Shadows “selects for praise all things delicate
and nuanced, everything softened by shadows and the patina of
age, anything understated and natural…the patterns of grain in
old wood…the sound of rain dripping from leaves…”
Jonathan Speirs was one of those rare beings privileged to
work in a job he truly loved. Through his work he left the planet
much improved from when he found it. Reiterating some of the
words which personify this complex and special man, Jonathan
was loved, he was brilliant to the point of incandescence and he
will be so much missed. He illuminated all of our lives.
Tanizaki advocates an attitude of mindfulness and appreciation,
especially mindfulness of beauty as central to a life lived well. That
would seem an appropriate thought on which to end.
Neil Baxter
secretary and treasurer
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Jon
Liz Speirs
October 1980. I was on a weekend visit to view the house my sister
and I were going to share in Edinburgh. She was moving up from
England and I down from Aberdeenshire. At almost 24, I’d never
lived anywhere other than the north-east, studying at Aberdeen
University and then teaching locally. But that night, we went out
on the town and my life changed my life completely.
As we were leaving, one of my sister’s friends arrived with
some architect friends. The inevitable pub crawl gathered more
architects. It was then that I first met Jonathan Speirs, or Jon
as his peers called him. By January, we were ‘dating’. It took us
another eight years to get married though! Jon never made hasty
decisions. Before buying anything, he’d spend hours researching,
visit the shop at least twice and then buy four exactly the same! He
took the same methodical approach to design.
In those days, Jon had two white shirts, one pair of trousers
and jeans. Despite that, I was impressed by how smart he always
looked, a little less impressed when I saw the flat he shared with
other “year out” students. Even then, he had the qualities that
people valued; he was interested in what I had to say, he always
had an interesting story to tell, he had travelled and was passionate
about design. I thought him incredibly mature – he did, after all,
have a beard. I was shocked when his matriculation card revealed
he was only 22!
But at that age, Jon knew that he wanted to specialise in lighting.
Instead of returning to Aberdeen, he remained in Edinburgh and
worked alongside Andre Tammes, whilst completing his Part 3.
Jon wasn’t afraid to take risks. Aside from the huge mortgage
when we bought our Victorian house in 1988, his family joked
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that it had probably belonged to the Addams Family. Jon however
visualised how to turn the very outdated interior into something
bright, modern and with lighting schemes the electricians had
never encountered before. Similarly, he created a glass extension
in 2001, opening the kitchen into the garden, turning the garden I
spend so many hours working in into the room we use most.
In 1992, when our son, Calum, was just a baby, Jon took
another huge risk by leaving LDP to form Jonathan Speirs and
Associates. When Calum died in 1993, Jon was devastated. His
work in lighting design helped to pull him through, eventually
leading him into a partnership with Mark Major and, latterly,
Keith Bradshaw.
Jon was a man of “big ideas” who designed down to the tiniest
detail. He influenced so many people, not least our daughters,
Lucie & Erin, who, like their Dad, are ambitious and creative. He
was unfailingly positive. Instead of complaining about the cancer
that was killing him, he put his energies into designing our new
lake house in New York State. He saw it in April but did not see
it finished. Although we knew the basic design of the house (Jon
kept the details to himself), when we spent the summer there, the
girls and I were ceaselessly astounded by the meticulous care of
the design.
As a family, we still need him, there is so much we had left to
do. And he still had so much more he wanted to give, not just to
his family, but to the world of design and lighting. The last text Jon
ever sent me said, simply, “Need you”.
Liz Speirs

malcolm cochrane
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Jonathan Speirs FRIAS RIBA
2nd March 1958 – 18th June 2012
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impressions of...

valencia
ian stuart campbell hon frias
offers some ‘snaps’,
sketches and personal
reflections on valencia

El Palau de les Arts Reina Sofia

Founded in 138 BC, Valencia still has one
of the most interesting historic centres in
Spain. Medieval gates from the original
city wall remain as at Torres de Serranos
and early prosperity and commercial
influence is evident in La Lonja de la Seda,
“the Silk Exchange”, dating from 1483.
La Lonja’s serene courtyard and “hall of
columns” represent admirable Gothic
secular architecture. Too few recall the
architect’s name – Pere Compte.

Only very special architects become
renowned and fewer still become
eponymous with individual cities:
John Wood’s Bath; Gaudi’s Barcelona;
Mackintosh’s Glasgow; Haussmann’s Paris;
acknowledge each architect’s contribution.
“Calatrava’s Valencia” refers both to his
birthplace and his inspiration in creating
a unique world class destination within an
already distinguished historical city.
Following severe flooding (1957) the

River Turia was diverted around Valencia.
The river bed quickly formed an unkempt
but tranquil garden. In 1989 Joan Lerma,
President of the Principality, championed
a local Professor’s idea to create a “city of
arts and sciences” within this fertile but
derelict river basin.
At a time when town planning was
still the second degree of choice for most
graduate architects, Santiago Calatrava
preferred to follow his architectural studies
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El Museu de les Ciences Principe Felipe

L’Umbracle and L’Hemisferic

with a course in engineering in Switzerland.
This acknowledged his scientific interests
but Calatrava is also a committed and
capable architect-artist, painter and
sculptor. His profound understanding
of engineering, mathematics, sculpture
and art has brought renown for creating
uncompromisingly modern buildings.
Calatrava’s sinuous communication
tower at Barcelona Olympics was
applauded in 1992. In the same year he
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achieved acclaim in North America for the
cathedral like ‘Allen Lambert Galleria’ in
Toronto. International recognition made
him an obvious choice as architect for
Valencia’s audacious regeneration project.
Working initially with Felix Candela on
‘L’Oceanografic’, a dynamic architectural
contrast to historic Valencia became
immediately obvious. Deep tanks and
landscaped lakes, well suited to the dried
out river bed, are topped by access pavilions

with delicate hyperbolic paraboloid roofs.
Like an iceberg most of the volume and
interest here lies below the surface.
“Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciencies” was
inaugurated with “L’Hemisferic” (1998).
Glazed sides open like eye lids, revealing
a spherical IMAX theatre. The white
ribbed Science Museum provides bright
exhibition halls and educational spaces
on several levels. Cleverly concealed coach
and car parking is contained beneath the

cathedral

la lonja, hall of columns

conquistador

elegant “Umbracle”. The upper level of
this soaring open structure was designed
for indigenous plants and sculptures
- including one by Yoko Ono - as an
attractive public entrance promenade.
It now is a ‘disco’ venue - presumably
generating income.
Throughout the vast site, shallow blue
lagoons complement spectacular forms
giving photogenic viewpoints everywhere.
An otherworldly appearance belies

torres de serranos

extremely refined design and circulation.
Buildings and landscape effortlessly
handle huge visitor volumes without
stress. Grinning groups record themselves
with camera phones held high - or low against this surreal and totally exciting
backdrop.
Intellectual justification for unpopular
modernism is unnecessary here. This
architecture - and even its architect - is
popular and appreciated by all ages.

Children see buildings with ears - and
snouts. Teenagers enjoy space to rumble.
Adults find serenity - even contemplation amid a truly charismatic architecture.
Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS
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Diarmaid Lawlor, Head of Urbanism at
Architecture and Design Scotland spoke to
Professor Jan Gehl Hon FRIAS prior to his

recent Edinburgh lecture on his philosophy,
his work and how Scotland, and particularly
Edinburgh, might learn from his example.
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Q&A
jan gehl

How do you make the fantastic work that
you’ve done - evidence based, people based,
city based, world based, the norm for how we
make better cities?
What I’ve been involved in has really been sort of a reaction to
a change of paradigm, which happened about 50 years ago when
they started to make single free standing buildings and let the
buildings be more and more fancy and interesting. Another
paradigm shift at that point, was a great influx of motor cars.
Planning became very much about modernistic architecture and
modernistic planning ideas and transport planning, around 1960.
Early on some big protests came out of New York. Jane Jacobs,
with a very loud voice, said that if the modernist and the motorist
are to plan our cities in the future they would be dead as opposed
to the great cities we had in the past.
My work has been, divided into two parts. The first part
investigating what was wrong, finding out how we could make
things better. There is a lot of research about what people use
cities for and what would be a good city where people would feel
comfortable and an attractive city.
In this work we have developed a number of tools to work
with people. Previously we were able to work with stones and
we were even able to work with traffic, by counting all the cars.
But what we pioneered in Copenhagen, in the 60’s, was precise
documentation about how the city functions for people. Repeating
this documentation every five, ten years, over the years, has been
a terrific tool for improving the conditions of people in the city of
Copenhagen.
This particular tool has been more and more refined and is
more and more now in use around the world. If you have statistics
and documentation then it starts to be an important issue for
your business. For many years we have had no knowledge about
the people. We’ve had all the knowledge about cars, everything we
could do to make cars happy, was done. I wouldn’t say nothing
which could make people happy was done, I would just say it was
all arbitrary. We do a little bit here and we do a little bit there and
put a fence there and that should suffice.
So what has happened now is that now we have a fully
developed toolbox, which is used more and more in cities around
the world. If you ask me what could be done in a city like here,
Edinburgh or Scotland, it is indeed to try to take a serious interest
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Times Square, new york (Cities for People by Jan Gehl)

in this toolbox which is aimed at making conditions for people
better as a supplement to what you always do for all the other
sectors in city planning.
Will the toolbox give people a language and
a way of describing what they want to happen
and how they think that should happen, so it’s
not just all about the environment and the
professional?
Absolutely and certainly because at the moment people can
never ask for something they have not heard about. The moment
you start to have evidence about how cities are working and the
moment you start to be able to compare this city with that city,
then at once people say we rather like it like this and you start to
have something to base the dialogue on.
So it is like making the people story of the cities visible and
every person in the city is turned on because he can recognise
himself and he has viewpoints on this. So we’ve seen wonderful
processes of people participating. Most movingly maybe in the
City of Christchurch after the earthquake where we were working.
They wanted to have not only rebuilding but to keep people in
Christchurch. They had to promise to make the best city in the
world. Then they asked the people, what is the best city in the
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New Road, brighton (Cities for People by Jan Gehl)

world and the 21st century? They came up with a fantastic array
of answers, because if people are informed about what are the
options, they have a fantastic ability to pick the best answers for
the best city in the world. Businessmen and traffic planners and
car companies don’t have that ability.
Learning from your work, learning from
the experience of Christchurch, how should
we be training ourselves as professionals
to work within cities? It seems to be about
listening to people, talking to people going
down onto the street.
There are a number of professions involved here. There are
planners, there are architects, there are landscape architects and
there are traffic planners. If you look at all these professions, none
of them have any established or thorough part of their curriculums
dealing with people and people’s needs and people in cities.
I know especially from architecture where I have been hovering
for 50 years, that we have been trained to a high, high degree, to
worship the single monument, the icon building. We thought
we knew the answers to everything and we could hardly be told
by anyone about whether this was good or not, and so really the
architecture schools have not taken a great interest in people at

any time. Neither have the planning schools, neither have the
landscape architecture schools, which could be surprising, because
they have been so involved in biological issues and ecological and
sustainability issues…they are just as bad as the architects.
So if you look at it, there is nobody who has systemically
been either trained, not even introduced to this subject. But it is
changing very rapidly now. It is changing not from the learned
establishment. It’s changing from cities like New York, like
Moscow that wants to be a humanised city, like Melbourne, listed
as the most liveable city in the world every year, time after time.
In all these places the people asked for a more people orientated
environment. That will, over time, influence the professions
that they will have to deliver more to make good cities and not
continue their ivory tower kind of thinking. We can see that very
clearly now. There is a following wind on the bicycle lanes and on
the whole issue of public life in cities.
I’m not sure if Colin Buchanan (Sir Colin Buchanan 1907-2001,
British town planner and author of Traffic in Towns in 1963 – Ed) was
part of the solution or part of the problem, but I know that people
are treated much worse in the UK than in other parts of the world.
In America they accept that people have to get across the street,
you don’t have to apply to do so (i.e. use push-button pedestrian
crossings – Ed). They are not led by cheap fences down the road.
That’s all done by traffic engineers to get a higher vehicular capacity
in streets. But it makes people feel small and unimportant. In
Copenhagen that has been completely turned upside down, so
now motorists question ‘can we go there’ and there’s conditions
if they go there. I always would say that Britain has been ruled by
traffic engineers.
In the last 10, 15, 20 years there has been terrific change, I do
think that subsequent change could also happen any second in the
capital of Scotland. So far I have this feeling of déjà vu, I have seen
most of it before, I have been here for 45 years, I’ve seen small
improvements here and there, I’m not ultimately impressed. I’m
merely saying that this fantastic city could be by far the nicest
city in the UK, by far the nicest city in Europe, with a little bit of
cleaning up and a little bit of compassion. I can hardly wait.
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Jan Gehl – Cities for People: Geddes Legacy

RTPI Geddes Lecture/EAA Annual Lecture 2012; NMS, Friday 7 September 2012

professor jan gehl’s
geddes/eaa lecture

Graduating in architecture in 1960, “when architects were big and
people were small”, Jan Gehl has spent the subsequent decades,
trying to work out what was wrong with his education. He has
studied, analysed, experienced and proselytised and now produced
the culmination of his work to date, Cities for People, providing
seminal advice for our urban world.
Opening with an historic roll call of planning pioneers, headed
by Geddes and respectfully concluded with Jane Jacobs, Gehl led
his avid (and capacity) audience through his journey of discovery.
While 1960 was a watershed in the development of our
relationship with public spaces, 2010 happily heralds a new dawn
– for those who will listen. Past decades have focused inordinately
on cars and traffic management, they have given detrimental
predominance to the car at the expense of traditional harmonies.
Edinburgh has escaped Abercrombie’s Princes Street bypass and
the modernistic ideal of free-standing buildings but is behind the
times. Despite a World Heritage Site at its core, awarded for its
cultural and architectural interest, the city still fails to make the
lists of the world’s ‘most liveable’ cities and is surprisingly numb
to what city quality is really about.
Liveable, lively, attractive, healthy and sustainable – these
are the qualities attendant upon successful urban form, the soulmates of people-centric goals. Demographic changes, brought by
rising fuel costs and an ageing population with more free-time,
require meeting places, safer, navigable routes for pedestrians.
Gehl showed how a dedicated programme of pedestrianisation,
resolutely and discreetly pursued in Copenhagen, together with
the introduction of cycle lanes, has transformed the Danish capital
into a metropolis for people. Bicycles there have six-second head-

start on cars at traffic lights, the changed priorities are clear, yet
they are still wholly alien to British cities where you must ‘apply
to cross the street’.
Melbourne, New York, Vienna and Dublin have adhered to
the new paradigm with unquestionable success yet Edinburgh
is a decade behind. Gehl showed his disbelief that the city is
introducing a tram system to run alongside existing bus routes
and still not quite reaching the airport.
He demonstrated with a global perspective how humanistic
city planning works and how, for a city whose tourism is second
only to London in the UK, it is imperative. Prompted by Hugh
Crawford’s knowing question on the matter, Gehl agreed that
planning for people brings an inevitable correlation with greater
well-being, a reduction in crime and social malaise, reduction of
carbon emissions and pressures on diminishing resources. He
noted that such planning need not be expensive – great things
happened in Barcelona, we were reminded, when economically
challenged in the aftermath of Franco. Good design, Gehl wisely
advised, invariably fails in the brief.
With easy grace, loaded wit and an incomparable ability to
make recommendations seem obvious, Gehl brought fresh air to
a sympathetic audience, a sobering view of opportunities missed
and uneasy alarm as to ventures pursued in our cities.
Fittingly, before leaving the auditorium, Jan Gehl was awarded
his Honorary Fellowship of the RIAS, in recognition of his
outstanding achievements, to resounding applause.
Dr Deborah Mays Hon FRIAS
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DRAWN TO CHINA
Many taxi drivers in Suzhou have long,
manicured fingernails to distinguish them
from manual workers. In the People’s
Republic, social status is important;
students wear Converse All Stars and
Hollister and architecture is a respected
profession. My last visit to China followed
an invitation from Xi’an Jiaotong and
Liverpool University to be an external
examiner for their school of architecture
and to guide them towards full RIBA
accreditation. XJTLU is developing an
innovative curriculum and a new teaching
strategy and is the first university in China
to apply for RIBA status.
China is the world’s second largest
economy with a GDP of 7.6 % last year,
remarkable by western standards. The
country has multiple urban design and
massive infrastructure projects. In Suzhou,
one of China’s most ancient cities and
world heritage site, a new university town
is being built which will be the hub for 25
of the world’s top universities, including
XJTLU. The campus is over 300 km2 with
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a population of around 1million Suzhou is
40 minutes by bullet train from Shanghai,
the most “European” of Chinese cities and
currently the biggest container port in the
world.
Not immune from the downturn in
global trade, the authorities in Shanghai
have plans to now make it the world’s
leading cruise ship destination. Standing
on the Bund, looking across the Huangpu
River to the new financial district in
Pudong....anything seems possible.
Shanghai and its hinterland is
booming.
In contrast, construction in the UK,
other than for the Olympics, is ossified
and the short to medium term outlook for
architecture remains bleak. Key building
sectors have seen year on year decreases of
21.5% on schools and hospitals and 23% on
social housing. During my visit I wanted to
find out how those British and European
practices that have taken the risk to work
in China actually operate.
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The system, as you might expect is
complex. Currently, most foreign practices
are consultants with the majority of built
work undertaken by LDI’s ( Local Design
Institutes) which are government run. To
build in China you must be licensed and
have an official “Architecture Stamp”. An
overseas practice can apply for the license
but applicants must complete “sufficient
education” and take a separate series of
exams. This requires substantial financial
investment so that usually only medium
or large scale practices are able to apply. An
alternative is to partner with a firm that
can stamp the drawings for you.
Design and construction stages follow
much the same route as the RIBA plan
of work, from preparation and design
development through to construction.
There are typically three types of practice
open to foreign architects. These are:
Domestic Consultancy; Joint Venture
Consultancy and Wholly Foreign
Enterprise. Foreign practices can also
form strategic partnerships on a project by

project basis, based on service agreements
with Local Design Institutes.
So what is it that UK architects
might offer Chinese clients? In China,
architecture is taught by rote in the
traditional schools, with emphasis placed
on repetition, copying and memory. This
produces architects who can be technically
expert whilst being conceptually weak.
In the UK, architecture students are
encouraged as individuals to think more
conceptually and creatively and it is this
ability to bring new ideas and design flair
that is in demand by Chinese clients.
China is not and is unlikely to be an easily
accessible market for UK and Scottish
architects but for those with talent and
ambition there is no doubt that the scope
to make good architecture is unparalleled.
Professor Alan Dunlop FRIAS
Alan Dunlop Architects; Scott
Sutherland School of Architecture,
Robert Gordon University
all photos / drawing alan dunlop frias
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FABlab House Interior

Gramazio & Kohler
The Gantenbein
Winery

FABlab House drawing
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MAKLAB

A FABLab (fabrication laboratory) is a small-scale workshop
offering (personal) digital fabrication.
The FABLab program was started in the Media Lab at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), a collaboration
between the Grassroots Invention Group and the Centre for Bits
and Atoms (CBA) at MIT, exploring how a community can be
powered by technology at the grassroots level.
MAKLab is Scotland’s first FABLab, a public open access studio
with digital fabrication machines, available to everyone from the
public to small businesses. The machines available range from
small 3D Printers and CNC Mills through to 2400x1200mm CNC
Routers for full scale mock-ups and panel engraving.
MAKLab is based in Gallery One at The Lighthouse in Glasgow,
Scotland’s Centre for Design and Architecture. It is supported by
Glasgow City Council and Creative Scotland. The shared vision
is to develop links between design, architecture and the creative
industries, celebrating and facilitating solutions to interconnected
social, educational, economic and cultural problems.
Access to the studio, use of the computers, software and wifi
are all free. Users can operate the various machines on a pay-asyou-go basis or join as a member and receive 50% discount on the
machine rates which are all priced to be affordable. Anyone can
learn to operate most of the machines themselves or alternatively
commission the staff to undertake work if desired. As part of the
FABLab charter of empowering communities, the MAKLab is
open to the public every Saturday to encourage engagement with
digital fabrication and the ideas/products which it enables.
There are about 50 FABLabs around the world – shepherds in
Norway have used their FABLab to create a system for tracking
reindeer using their mobile phones, while in Ghana people
made an innovative truck refrigeration system, powered by the
vehicle’s own exhaust gases. In Afghanistan, people are fashioning
customised prosthetic limbs, while in South Africa a government
and business backed project is creating simple internet connected
computers that hook up to televisions and cost just ten dollars
each. In Barcelona they recently successfully built the Decathlon
Solar House (www.fablabhouse.com) bringing together ideas

Contact us makit@maklab.co.uk

MAKLAb

around information exchange, collaboration, design, energy use
and technical precision.
This scale of project gives an indication of the learning and
practice benefits possible when the architecture professional
and educational institutions engage with digital fabrication
technologies creatively. Today, practitioners have unrivalled access
to fabrication possibilities, whether that be off-site manufacture
or the use of CNC Technologies for engraving, shaping, cutting or
creating components.
The Gantenbein Winery in Fläsch, Switzerland by Gramazio
& Kohler has been the prototype for an entirely new approach to
bricklaying: using modified industrial robots. Traditionally, the
promise of industrial robots has been that they would replace the
human workforce. But these projects, led by the Architecture and
Digital Fabrication Laboratory at ETH Zürich, demonstrates a
different result: architects are free to create designs and patterns
of a precision that simply could not be achieved by hand.
The newly renovated Digital Fabrication Lab (FABLab)
at Taubman College leverages state-of-the-art industrial
technology to perform architectural fabrication research. It is
one of few select academic institutions around the world utilising
robotic automation to perform both subtractive and additive
manufacturing processes. The technologies have existed in the
aerospace and automotive industries for some time, but have just
recently infiltrated the architectural fabrication industry.
Wikihouse is an international project where open source
shelter designs are shared and constructed by students as live build
projects. Structures completely digitally fabricated, transmitted
through the internet and output via large bed CNC Routers using
low grade ply sheet materials.
Architects are uniquely placed to engage with these
technologies, whether it be for model making or building 1.1
prototype junctions to test ideas, creating customised signage for
projects or detailed decorative engraving for wall panels. MAKLab
has capacity for doing this affordably.
MAKLab is keen to engage with the architectural profession
in Scotland.
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holyrood matters

the value of good design
Everyone benefits from well-designed buildings, spaces and
places. The built environment contributes much to our quality of
life, our economic success and delivers enormous value to society.
Yet we often take it for granted, without appreciating its effect on
our daily lives:
• a well designed hospital will help patients get better more
quickly,
• a well designed school will improve the educational
achievement of its pupils,
• a well designed neighbourhood will benefit from lower crime
and higher property values.
We cannot afford NOT to invest in good design. It is not
just about aesthetic improvement of our environment, it is as
much about improved quality of life, equality of opportunity and
economic growth.
This meeting, held on 23 May 2012, was attended by over 40
people from a variety of professional backgrounds. There were
four excellent speakers to provide a variety of perspectives on this
important topic.
The Value of Good Design; from the Bottom Up Mike Mackenzie MSP, Scottish Parliament
Mike entertained everyone by tearing up his notes at the beginning
of his presentation! He went on to discuss the personal pleasure
of crafting a beautiful piece of furniture which responds to the
requirements to be functional and comfortable. An analysis solely
of the financial value of these endeavours results in an hourly rate
of £1.00/hour! He noted how the balance of technology and labour
had changed to improve this calculation. He has applied many
of these principles to his own house building company and felt
that the engagement of all members of the construction team in
crafting a house provided them with great personal satisfaction
and produced a much higher quality product.
How Sense of Place and Connectedness Help
Create Good Public Health – Donald Henderson,
Depute Director, Public Health Division, Scottish
Government
Donald provided a range of statistics on health inequalities in
Scotland and a clear message that other countries have dealt
with this situation much more effectively over the last 50 years.
We all aspire to a common vision of a healthy society, low crime
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rates, high educational achievement and economically active
citizens, the challenge is how to achieve this. He referred to Aaron
Antonovsky’s Theory of Coherence and how influence and control
of your environment and services provides a positive sense of
wellbeing which is good for your health. He explained this further
comparing the Deficit Model and Assets Model of how society
operates in this respect. His view is that we cannot succeed as
individuals, communities and public organisations unless we work
together in designing and co-producing the services we use. Both
public services and communities will need to find a new balance
in their relationship if health and well being is to be enhanced in
our society.
Spanning the Boundaries of Interest - Steven
Tolson, RICS Scotland and Ogilvie Group
Steven made a call for action “Investment not Development”! He
reminded people of the eight lessons from the Delivering Better Places
study. He highlighted the interests of the different participants in
the development process and how this influences collaboration
and co-operation. He explained the concept of “Market Making”
with leaders, interconnections and entrepreneurial environment
which encourages creativity in thought, process and production.
He proposed a “Collective Delivery Model” which distinguishes
between investment and development (long and short term). This
model separates the place investor (often the local authority) and
the delivery mechanism (the development industry). The state
with land assets and the investor with investment funds create the
long term place (value) framework and the development industry
delivers the framework.
Quality of Place: Quality of Life – How Important
is Design? - Deryck Irving, Partnership and
Enabling Manager, Greenspace Scotland
Deryck highlighted the importance of good design on the economic,
social and environment outcomes of any project. Referring to the
“Go Well Project” in Glasgow which demonstrated the impact of
regeneration on the wellbeing of local people. He highlighted three
particular aspects of the project – aesthetics, feelings of safety and
sense of involvement. For him successful places need good design,
good design allows new solutions to evolve and if done properly,
fully engages people in the process.

Anyone wishing to attend a meeting or simply looking for more information should contact Eugene Mullan on 0131 555 1414,
e.mullan@smith-scott-mullan.co.uk. For further details on CPGs visit www.scottish.parliament.uk/msps/1696.aspx
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There was a significant discussion involving a number of
people providing a range of comment from different backgrounds.
The following were the key points of the meeting:
• providing people with the opportunity to influence their
environment and local services improves their sense of
wellbeing and health,
• there are better delivery models which should be considered
to more effectively reflect the requirements of the different
players and meet the wider goals of creating better places,
• the value of a project and the importance of good design are
both much more effective when considered over the lifetime
of a building or place,
• design projects need good patrons and good leaders to provide
the framework and agenda for good design,
• the importance of ownership (control) in establishing an
agenda for good design and maintaining good places,
• for many small community projects there is only funding for
implementation not for the design process and often too little
time to design properly,
• it is crucial to provide information to councillors, planning
officials and transportation officials on the broader benefits of
good design on health and well-being,
• involving people in design of local projects adds value.
There was a strong sense at the meeting of the real long term
value of good design and the opportunity for good design to assist
the Government in meeting many of its policy targets. There is a
benefit for all architects in promoting this.
The Annual General Meeting of the group was held on 07 June
2012 and the group has been formally registered for the 2012/13
parliamentary session. The office bearers are:
Convenor – Linda Fabiani MSP
Depute Convenor – Patricia Ferguson MSP
Treasurer – Craig McLaren RTPI
Secretary – Eugene Mullan RIAS
Our thanks specially to Linda and Patricia for their continued
support of the group. Subscriptions to the Group for the 2012 / 13
year are now available.

CROSS PARTY GROUP
on
Architecture
and the
Built Environment

This Group is supported by

Eugene Mullan FRIAS
Smith Scott Mullan Associates
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holyrood matters
festival of politics:

The Cross Party Group on Architecture and the Built Environment
recently made a welcome return to the Scottish Parliament’s
Festival of Politics, with the theme of ‘Politics. Culture. Creativity.
A Force for Positive Change.’ The Question Time-style event titled
‘Scotland – Is There a THERE Here?’ hosted a panel of speakers
to question whether contemporary architecture and planning
respond to a unique sense of place, or reflect an international art
which crosses national boundaries.
In setting the scene, Chair Neil Baxter, RIAS Secretary and
Treasurer, asked whether there is an identifiable sense of Scottish
identity within the buildings of our past and the best of our new
buildings. A recurring theme was the potential conflict between
opening our horizons to a wider international context whilst
avoiding the homogeneity apparent in much of our contemporary
built environment.
Architect and developer, Andy Burrell FRIAS concentrated on
the issue of localism versus internationalism. Rather than seeing
these as two opposing viewpoints, he argued that a contemporary
architecture for Scotland must respond both to the unique
practicalities of local climate, materials, social structures and
finances as well as keeping an eye on international contexts in
order to avoid the spread of a ‘myopic sameness’.
Edinburgh-based Malcolm Fraser FRIAS, highlighted
the Scottish planning system’s regular recourse to skin-deep
vernacularism, rather than a more critical understanding of
historical context. A series of images supported the argument that
the most distinctively Scottish buildings throughout history have
emerged when we have been at our most radical and modern and
also that ‘urban bonnetry’ destroys the thing it seeks to value.
Offering a ‘non-industry’ view from the panel was Joan
McAlpine MSP who focussed on her childhood understanding of
the role local stone played in anchoring the new post-war council
housing emerging in her hometown of Gourock, both in the
context of the existing buildings of the area and the local seaside
landscape. Bringing the story up to date, the Member for South
Scotland told of how, when setting up her constituency office in
Dumfries, the red sandstone of the town immediately made her
feel at home.
Having accepted at the outset the premise that there is in fact
a ‘there’ here, Ricardo Marini FRIAS of The City of Edinburgh
Council chose to ask whether we like the ‘there’ that we have.
Why, if there is a consensus that many of our urban and suburban
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SCOTLAND – Is There a THERE Here?

areas are blighted with poor quality buildings, are we seemingly
so happy to accept more of the same? Blame was directed at an
economic framework that prioritises short-term commercial gain
over successful placemaking.
The final panellist to speak was Kevin Murray of Kevin Murray
Associates who shed light on the relationship of geography
and geology to a Scottish genus loci. In trying to avoid the
homogeneity of an ‘anywhere place’ he suggested that we must
resist the temptation to utilise emerging technologies to build
what we want, where we want. Instead, careful consideration of
the international context and in particular the influence of the
Nordic countries, should offer a more enlightened approach by
encouraging us to invest heavily in public transport and cycleway
infrastructure in an effort to improve the quality of our streets and
public spaces.
There was inevitably only time for a limited number of
audience questions, one of which took the prime opportunity to
question the architectural merits of the parliament building itself!
However, the points raised suggested a general consensus that
while much new development in Scotland should offer more in the
way of high quality design and placemaking, this is often due to
the limited role committed design professionals are asked to play
in its conception. The final point of the morning was left to Mike
McKenzie MSP who suggested that the group should reconvene
at next year’s festival, where a longer timeslot may allow for more
debate and a little less consensus!
Neil Forrester rias and Rick McCluggage,
Smith Scott Mullan Associates.
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andrew lee

75th saltire housing awards

After receiving one of the largest submissions
in its history, the Saltire Society unveiled its
75th annual Housing Design Awards at a highprofile ceremony in Edinburgh, with Scottish
Minister for Housing and Transport, Keith
Brown MSP, presenting the gongs. From a
diverse shortlist of projects – described by

Guest Chair Dick Cannon FRIAS as ‘beautifully
conceived and executed’ – the judging panel
awarded no fewer than 14 projects, whilst
commending a further 4; an unprecedented
result for the scheme, and signposting an
exciting period in Scottish housing design.
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saltire housing awards

4 Linsiader, uig, isle of lewis – Studio KAP

It was a very good afternoon for designers from Skye, with
Dualchas Architects picking up the coveted Saltire Medal and cash
prize for two projects and previous Saltire Medal winners Rural
Design, also taking home a category award, the 2nd ever Innovation
in Housing Award and a cash prize. Reiach and Hall and Studio
KAP took two awards each in the Alterations, Renovations and
Extensions category, with projects as far afield as Shetland and the
Isle of Lewis also picking up awards in the three other main awards
categories.
Representing the Scottish Government, the Awards’ principal
supporter, Housing Minister Keith Brown said:
“The Scottish Government recognises the importance of the
Saltire Society’s Housing Design Awards, which year upon
year, help raise the quality of Scotland’s built environment.
The Awards generate debate and inspire those involved in the
process of development to innovate and to aim ever higher.”
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Celebrating both the Saltire Awards Scheme and Dualchas’
work Dick Cannon FRIAS said:
“The Awards present an opportunity to raise aspirations and
applaud vision and excellence. We are fortunate this year to
have a significant number of outstanding projects, confirming
that design quality - committed to the intelligent use of energy
and resources - remains exceptionally high in Scotland. The
medal this year has been awarded not to a building, but to a
practice for two exceptional projects. These represent the work
of a studio taking on relatively modest projects and going full
tilt to push the boundary of their own skill and to enrich the
lives of their clients.”
The full results of 2012 Saltire Society Housing Design Awards
are as follows:
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Westfield Avenue, 7N Architects with Make Architects

Park View, DO Architecture

Da Vadill, Richard Gibson Architects

Promenade House. Wiszniewski Thomson architects (Chris Humphreys)

Awarded:
Large Scale Housing Development
Westfield Avenue, Edinburgh 7N Architects with Make Architects
Small Scale Housing Development
Da Vadill, Grantfield, Lerwick, Shetland Richard Gibson Architects
Fore Street, Whiteinch & Scotstoun, Glasgow Hypostyle Architects
Private Dwelling – New Build
House in Boreraig, Duirinish, Isle of Skye Dualchas Architects
The Edge, Sandyhills, Dumfries & Galloway Carole Naylor & John
Chesbrough
The Model ‘D’ House, Insch, Aberdeenshire Gokay Deveci Chartered
Architect
Alterations, Renovations and Extensions
Kirk House, Garve, Ross-shire Dualchas Architects
Ackling Cook Bothy, Ettrick Valley Reiach and Hall Architects
Wormit Extension, Wormit, Fife WT Architecture
Cape Cove, Shore Road, Helensburgh Cameron Webster Architects
Ledcameroch Road, Bearsden Studio KAP
4 Linsiadar, Uig, Isle of Lewis Studio KAP
Bogbain Mill, Loch Ussie Rural Design
House in Roslin, Chapel Loan, Roslin Reiach and Hall Architects

2012 Saltire Medal
Dualchas Architects, Isle of Skye.
2012 Innovation in Housing Award
R-House, Drynoch, Isle of Skye Rural Design
Commended:
Large Scale Housing Development
Grödians, Quoys, Lerwick Richard Gibson Architects
Park View, 7-21 Golspie Street, Glasgow DO Architecture
Private Dwelling - New Build
Marlaw, Sprinkell Avenue, Pollokshields Gareth Hoskins Architects
Promenade House, Musselburgh Wiszniewski Thomson Architects
Summing up what has been a superlative year for the awards,
Panel Convenor Jane Paterson said:
‘The 2012 Awards are widely spread geographically. I am very
encouraged that high quality architecture, engaged clients
and willing contractors exist in so many different locations
throughout Scotland. This year has been particularly rewarding
for members of the judging panel who have had the opportunity
to visit some of the Scotland’s best homes’.
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loa+ds on guide
Architecture + Design Scotland
Level 2, The Lighthouse, Mitchell Street, Glasgow, G1 3LX; mon-sat 10.30am-5.00pm
A+DS announces its third annual Design Skills Symposium to take place in Ayr, while at The Lighthouse exhibitions include a visual
exploration of urban design, the history of post war Catholic Church architecture in Britain and a view from Above Scotland.

A+DS Exhibitions and Events
BETTER BRIEFING FOR BUILDINGS
AND SETTLEMENTS
A+DS Design Skills Symposium
2012, Ayr Racecourse
3 – 4 october 2012
Architecture and Design Scotland’s
annual Design Skills Symposium will
feature a mini-conference and a range of
practical workshops. The aim is to share
experiences on user-focused briefing by
design, for planning, capital investment
and operation. Speakers include the
Academy of Architecture in Amsterdam,
the Scottish Futures Trust and Urban
Initiatives. The Design Skills Symposium
is suitable for professionals from across
the built environment. For details on how
to book your tickets and a full programme
go to www.designskillsscotland.co.uk
SHAPING PLACES EXHIBITION
Noticed Board, Level 2
4 September – 7 October 2012

The Shaping Places exhibition supports
the launch of Professor David Adams
and Steve Tiesdell’s final collaborative
publication. The exhibition promotes the
key themes of Shaping Places and invites
debate about how to achieve better places
on the ground, particularly in the current
development context. The exhibition
showcases a selection of Steve Tiesdell’s
extensive image library, which his family
have bequeathed as an open learning

resource managed by Architecture and
Design Scotland.
CHURCHES IN THE MODERN
WORLD:
Roman Catholic Church
Architecture in Britain, 1955-75
gallery 2, Level 2
5 September – 10 October 2012

above scotland
Gallery 2, Level 2
19 October 2012 – December 2013
This exhibition shines a light on a period
of extraordinary change in church
architecture. It was a time of general
movement in architecture and in wider
culture, from tradition and conservatism
to modernity, embraced by many church
architects and their clients. The exhibition
presents key case study buildings,
under three themes: the movement
from tradition to modernism in church
architecture; the changing roles of liturgy
and devotion; and transformations in the
relationships between Church and city.
This exhibition is part of a research project
funded by the UK Arts and Humanities
Research Council and undertaken by staff
at the Mackintosh School of Architecture
at the Glasgow School of Art.

Above Scotland will tell the story of
placemaking in Scotland through large
scale aerial images. It will show a range of
Scotland’s places from archaeological traces
to cities. The exhibition features images
sourced from the Royal Commission
for Ancient and Historical Monuments
(RCAHMS) Above Scotland books. The
latest in the series - Scotland’s Landscapes –
will be published in early October.

THE INVISIBLE COLLEGE:
KILMAHEW/ST PETER’S
NVA
Gallery 2, Level 2
5 September – 10 October 2012
St Peter’s Seminary was designed by

For more information:
www.ads.org.uk
scottisharchitecture.com
exhibitions@ads.org.uk

Waterside Canal apartments, East Manchester, England (Steve Tiesdell);
St Mary, Leyland, by Weightman & Bullen, 1964 (Elsam, Mann & Cooper / Parish Archive of St Mary, Leyland);
Castle Law from RCAHMS Above Scotland book.

Gillespie, Kidd and Coia for the Archdiocese
of Glasgow. Opened in 1966, it is currently
a hazardous ruin. The exhibition shows the
seminary redevelopment plan by Avanti
Architects and masterplan by landscape
architects ERZ. The Invisible College is
Angus Farquhar’s vision for a radical rural
arts model in a productive landscape at
St Peter’s and the surrounding Kilmahew
Woodlands.
Murray Grigor’s films of St Peter’s,
Space and Light Revisited from 1972 and
2009, will also be shown simultaneously.
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A total of 28 Conservation Rooflights® provide natural
light and ventilation whilst maintaining historic integrity.

The Steiner Academy in Hereford is a refurbishment and extension project of an
old Victorian school, a range of 18th Century barns and medieval farmhouse.

After five separate planning applications,
the Steiner Academy in Hereford is now complete.
“We have been using the Conservation

Rooflight® for almost twenty years as it perfectly
combines the key aesthetic features of a

traditional rooflight whilst adhering to modern
building regulations.”

John Renshaw, John Renshaw Architects

If your project requires
an authentic historic
appearance combined
with natural light and
ventilation contact us.

Why trust anyone else?
01993 833108
www.therooflightcompany.co.uk
To request a brochure scan
the QR code or text RT4 to
62244 (free of charge) add
your name, company name,
building number and post code.
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diverse geometries

rias consultancy update

In 1990, the inaugural inter-chapter golf competition was played
at Crieff GC involving all six Chapters, eight players per Chapter,
in total 48 architects. This has become an annual event with many
friendships and business contacts being made over the years.
On 23 May, in glorious weather, the 23rd event took place with
the Edinburgh Chapter proving the best five team scores off ¾
handicaps on the day with a stableford score from five players of
332 points. Congratulations to them. Inverness was a close second
with 328 points, Aberdeen with 326, Glasgow with 321 and Dundee
and Stirling both with 300 points.
Individual prizes for the day went to Calum Maclean of
Inverness with a total points score of 71, with Lynne Fenton of
Dundee taking the best score on the Ferntower course with a
superb 40 points and Glen Wade of Edinburgh proving best on the
Dornock course with 37 points.
Nearest the pin prizes went to Moray MacLeod of Inverness,
Stephen Kerr of Glasgow and Keith McFarlane (seconded for the
day from Edinburgh to Aberdeen Chapter).
Thanks also go to Catnic who supported the event at short
notice with golf balls and t-shirts and Crieff GC for their catering
and presenting a fabulous course and greens.
The 2013 inter-chapter event on Wednesday 22 May 2013.
Other golfing events include matches against the Law Society
Scotland, RICS and the RIBA national event. Any architect golfers
wishing to participate should in the first instance contact the
Scottish Architects team captain Keith McFarlane (tel 01383 730
989, email keith@mcarchitects.net) or their local Chapter.
Douglas Brown rias

RIAS Consultancy has been appointed by Glasgow City Council
(GCC), to offer support and advice in the appointment of a
designer-led, multi-disciplinary team for the redevelopment of
George Square in time for the 2014 Commonwealth Games.
In the eighteenth Century, when George Square was first
created, it was regarded as Glasgow’s ‘Grande Place’ - with gardens
and trees. It was then concreted over to create an events space
and now houses statues celebrating the great men of past ages,
including Robert Burns and Walter Scott.
The Square has undergone many adjustments over years past
and is no longer seen as remotely ‘grand’. It is anticipated that this
redevelopment will create a ‘premier urban space’ fit for Glasgow’s
reputation as an international city.
A public consultation earlier this year showed that the public
desire more ‘green-space’ but the hugely packed calendar of events
held in Glasgow suggests a more robust design may be required.
The project is estimated at £15m.

glasgow city council

sxc.hu

golf tournament

Charlene Byrne
Manager: Membership and Consultancy
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To Reflect, To Celebrate
The end of year exhibition is a time for reflection and celebration.
The University of Strathclyde’s School of Architecture, with
the department of Design, Manufacture and Engineering
Management, hosted their celebration on the evening of Friday the
8th of June. Hundreds of students, staff, family and practitioners
turning out to admire the work produced over the year.
With pressures across all university departments, the School of
Architecture has some of the most significant concerns. Proposals
including moving building, staff and budget cuts would all result
in considerable disturbance for everyone involved. No one is more
concerned than the student body. Extra staff/student meetings
and a full school assembly have been scheduled over the year to
present the changing situation of the school and to voice opinions.
However, the fight for what the students believe in has turned
out to be less a distraction than an appropriate educational
experience. After all, the students are working towards the goal of
becoming professional warriors for their beliefs. An ability to work
under these pressures becomes a relevant skill. If this situation can
be managed as a student, it will be easier as a professional to cope
with similar conflict.
Of course, this extra lesson can only be valid if the quality of
architectural learning and output from the school remains high.
A flourishing exhibition, backed-up by an impressive number of
awards this year, suggests that the standard is as high as ever.
Winning three from a possible five awards at the annual A+DS
/RIAS Scottish Student Awards for Architecture in 2012 (A+DS
Urban Design Award, A+DS Sust. Award won by Dale Smith
and Michal Scieszka and the RIAS Drawing Award won by John
Kennedy) the school shows a continuing attainment of significant
accolades and positive contribution to the profession.
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With similar positivity, the exhibition takes us on an
educational journey beginning in the ground floor gallery. First
year showing us simply how ‘to Shelter’ in a rural context and
how ‘to Settle’ in the city. Second year take this knowledge to rural
locations, tackling projects with simple purposes, ‘to Worship’ and
‘to Learn,’ but with a detailed technical element bringing things
into reality – ‘to Build’. An exceptional display of physical models
is the centrepiece to the gallery, running its entire length.
Upstairs, the journey continues with an accumulation of
knowledge on display throughout the entire first floor. The final
year students have travelled to their chosen destination and have
returned to produce some remarkable pieces of work, even a
suggestion on how to move a city (‘Moving Kiruna’ by Dale Smith
and Michal Scieszka). Project after project leads you to the far end
of the first floor where the year is topped off with a display of the
work produced by the Urban Design Unit.
The exhibition continues on the second floor, where the
under-graduate third year thesis projects tackle sites in the city.
The projects abound with creativity, firstly with an approach to
urban housing – ‘to Live’ – and secondly informing us on what
it means ‘to Play’. On the same floor, fourth year further explore
the city through projects termed ‘healing architecture.’ Healing the
environment through quality building within it and healing of the
community through the role the building serves.
A tour through the exhibition gives visitors their own insights
to the Strathclyde learning structure, a taster of the ideology of
the School and an idea of the journey every student undertakes.
Looking around the exhibition there is no suggestion that
these students have recently had extra weight on their shoulders.
There is no lack of insight or skill. However the journey that all

jeff grant

students

Titas GrikeviCius
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these students are embarking on links each of them. Within their
sense of community lies their strength. Action has been taken in
times of concern, with the students uniting as a result. A gathering
that highlights the fact they are all in the same boat and all have a
powerful motivation in common - a shared desire to learn.
The exhibition was celebratory, with appropriately positioned
watering stations. Animated conversations were sparked and the
social event flourished. The community came out to share in the
successes of the academic year, at the heart of the architecture
building. The central backdrop to all activities made this aspect
beat, the stairwell was the stage set for introductions and prizes
to be announced from Head of Department Sergio Porta and
Director of Education, Michael Angus. In this moment, with the
stairwell full on both levels and the foyer packed, it was clear that
this night was important to more than just the students.
It is a significant time for the future of the school. This annual
event is more important this year than most in indicating the future
of architectural education here. The result of all this celebrating
and reflecting then? Perhaps confidence in knowing that the base
that the school is built upon is a strong one – a model for success
- and that if this continues to be recognised and supported, then
future prospects of the school should be reason for celebration.
Lewis Grant
Lewis Grant is an undergraduate student about to enter year 3

“The teaching structure at the Strathclyde School puts
emphasis on part-time practitioner tutors teaching studio
credits across all years with support from Studio Directors
and the Director of Education. As such it is distinctive. It
ensures that learning is innovative, challenging, stimulating
and also industry specific – the school produces great work,
grounded in reality.
A minimum of 26 practitioner tutors ensure the school
and students keep excellent links to industry which bolster
student employability.
Alongside studio teaching, five of the full-time academic
staff teach technology, cultural studies and management,
practice and law. These endeavors are all geared towards
synthesized learning, in tandem with studio briefs.
The Architecture School is housed in a purpose built
building which serves the schools needs and cradles this
teaching model. It is these two fundamentals that students
and staff alike underline as central to the success of the
school. Programme and place both contribute to the
growing number of awards, accolades and strengthening
the Strathclyde School’s international profile.”

at the Strathclyde school, where he will also spend a semester
studying in a European School on exchange.

Ruairidh Moir
Ruairidh Moir is about to begin his fifth year and serves as one
of the student representatives on RIAS Council.
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students

documentation team planning before
the arrival of students

students see the work space for
the first time

students from milan explain the construction
techniques to aberdeen students

Build Our Nation:

Innovative design project for African women’s refuge
Students from the Scott Sutherland School, Aberdeen are working
with their peers across Europe to develop a design for a women’s
community centre in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC).
The project, Build Our Nation or Taifa Letu Tujenge in Swahili,
involves over 200 students from the UK, Spain and Italy. It aims to
‘rethink’ design and construction processes and build an empathy
and awareness for design issues.
The ultimate goal of Build Our Nation (BON) is a community
centre for local women in Bukavu, a city in the eastern DRC.
After 32 years of dictatorship, the nation is in its first years as a
democracy with universal elections held for the first time in 2006.
Justice, human rights and development remain major issues.
Women in the region have borne the brunt of years of armed
conflict and violence, forced into absolute poverty with no
supporting welfare system. The multi-purpose centre will become a
catalyst for social change, providing activities for local women and
reducing inequalities in income and employment opportunities.
The latest stage in the project has seen 15 students and staff
from The Scott Sutherland School (SSS) along with teams from the
Universitat Rovira i Virgili in Catalonia, the Escola Tècnica Superior
d’Arquitectura in Barcelona and the Politecnico di Milano, invited
to hold an intensive workshop and display their work to design
luminaries and the public as part of the 13th Venice Biennale, from
29 August to 14 September.
During the Biennale, students will share their ideas and look for
input from experts. The exhibition will include filming and media
installations. Students will present their work to a distinguished
panel including the President of Action Solidaire pour la Femme
Paysanne, a humanitarian body working in the DRC.
A major challenge for BON is to help the local women
construct the centre themselves. This presents two key challenges,
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the women have no education in building and only speak Swahili.
To this end, the students are developing a non-verbal manual for
the women to build a prototype of a single unit via web link.
To develop the manual, students will be undertaking sessions
during the Biennale in mixed international groups, building up
a one-unit prototype with bamboo. This will help the students
identify the appropriate proportions of each component of the
build, including the panel partitions which are to be assembled,
lifted and fixed by the women. The group must also explore new
ways of communicating design. Western conventions will not be
easily interpreted.
The workshop activities during the first week will be focusing
on non-verbal communication, light construction techniques and
participatory design. In the second week, students will feed this
work into the final draft of the Manual for the Women of Bukavu as
Self-builders.
It is hoped the women will not only build the centre themselves,
but will grow the bamboo needed for construction on-site. The
bamboo will be sold post-build in order to generate income for the
community.
Silvia Bassanese, Lecturer at SSS who is leading the project,
comments:
“The main ambition of BON is to try and change the
traditional educational pattern in architecture. Students
rarely get to see the design of a building through to the end,
usually only exploring the process in theory. We wanted
this project to break down that barrier and let students see
a project through to completion.
“The terrific opportunity to stay in the Biennale
for such a long period has been offered to us due to the
educational potential of BON. The participating students
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all PHOTOS: International Documentation Group of Build Our Nation

activities for self formation of groups

caption?

are committed and motivated, they know that their work is
expected to be experimental and intellectually stimulating.
“Along with colleagues from our partner institutions,
we have created the background framework for BON,
allowing the students to take the lead. They have thought
and worked like real architects throughout each stage of
the project, familiarising themselves with legislation and
working in varied teams.”
The project was kick-started in April 2011 when over 200
students from four universities across Europe participated in the
first workshop, a one-day esquisse, hosted by SSS. The event was
video-linked between the institutions and a blog was used to share
ideas, research and development. This open collaboration allowed
ideas to evolve quickly and set the tone for the project.
The Scottish team has also been heavily involved in exploring
legislative issues. Students have interviewed various officials from
the UK and DRC, including design experts, humanitarian charities
and African building specialists. Social, technological and siterelated factors have been investigated by the partner institutions
in Spain and Italy.
John Irvine (22), a final-year Masters of Architecture student
at Robert Gordon University’s SSS who will be attending the
Biennale sessions, has been involved from the inception.
“Collaborating with students from different stages of
their degrees and from institutions in Europe has created an
unprecedented level of conversation.
“During Stage 1, I helped organise the initial workshop
where all students involved could interact at once - this led to
me delivering an introductory lecture, live via Skype, to 200 of
my peers from across Europe!
“The project has provided us with a unique challenge

hand on - creating bamboo joints

outwith traditional architecture education demanding
commitment and real hard work. The professionalism that has
been required of students working within the international
collective is an invaluable skill.
“The Biennale sessions will act as the culmination of our
research over the past year. I will be involved in creating a
short documentary each day that will subsequently show the
progression of our plans over the two weeks.”
Silvia adds:
“This has been an extracurricular activity for the
students who have volunteered their own time to take
part. Our vision is that through large-scale collaboration
the centre will be realised and change the lives of the
women in Bukavu.
“As well as providing the centre, it is hoped the project
will provide students with a professional knowledge and
more empathy to the social and cultural implications of
design.”
The final ambition of the project is to construct the centre and
establish a summer school where students can visit the DRC to
help maintain and further develop the buildings.
For more information, please visit www.buildournation.org.
Sarah Grieve
Communications Officer | Faculty of Design & Technology
Directorate for Marketing, Communications & Student
Recruitment, Robert Gordon University
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The start of Stage 3 at the Mackintosh School not only brought the
excitement of beginning the new year but also the knowledge that
we would be able to take responsibility for the ailing Mackintosh
Architecture Students Society – MASS.
Traditionally Stage 3 were responsible for the Coffee Bar on the
second floor of the Bourdon Building, which had always been run
as a separate entity to MASS.
Calling a meeting at the beginning of the year with MASS Reps
from throughout the school, we proposed a merging of the Coffee
Bar with MASS to give MASS a central and visible position within
the heart of the school.
From further meetings and discussion, MASS published
‘AtMASSphere’, a Manifesto for MASS, which would then give
it the direction needed to make it once again a successful and
integral part of the school. This Manifesto reminds everyone that
MASS is run by students, for students – it is independent of any
other organisations or influences within the school.
It was important to all of us that MASS didn’t have a system of
hierarchy like other student societies but that decisions were taken
by consensus by every MASS rep. This framework now means that
every student has a direct link to decision making within MASS
and that everyone has the opportunity and potential to lead a
project that ties in with their own personal and creative interests.
Within MASS there are no barriers.
This drive by many of the students within third year but also
from every year throughout the school has lead to MASS now
becoming a recognisable and indispensable part of the school. It
has a distinct visual identity, the MASS Bar has become the key
place to host events, ranging from Thursday night socials, often
serving the innovative and famous Vodka Cider to lectures on
Swiss architecture, awards ceremonies and most importantly, the
inaugural MASS Debates.

One of these debates encouraged discussion about the
relevance of architectural education to today’s profession and
included guests such as RIAS Secretary & Treasurer Neil Baxter
and the newly appointed Head of School, Christopher Platt
FRIAS. This year MASS has hosted events outwith the school –
MASS Burns Night, the MASS End of Term Parties and we have
also begun research into setting up MASS Guerrilla (a design
build school funded by MASS). MASS is therefore finally starting
to fulfil the potential within the school but also within the wider
community of the Glasgow School of Art by promoting ‘creative
abrasion’ between students and academics.
The opportunity to reinvigorate MASS and lay the foundations
for it to improve and grow next year has been a highly enjoyable
time for many of us in stage 3. Without the Vic Bar due to the
current on-going development, many of us worried that Thursday
nights and the social side of life at the Art School wouldn’t ever
be the same again. Happily many of the MASS events this year
have helped to retain this sense of community but also involve
many of the new students from day one. MASS will now be part of
every students’ experience of the Mac throughout their time at the
school. The fact many of us have managed to achieve this makes
me very proud to have been part of the whole experience. I hope it
continues to grow from strength to strength.
‘MASS has the potential to reaffirm the MSA as the leading
Architectural School in Scotland and create a positive public
image within the wider community.
[We are the students of the MSA.] This is MASS.’
Jack William Taylor
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32nd European Architecture Student Assembly (EASA)

group discussion with Suvilahti gas works behind

learning from the site

This summer the 32nd European Architecture Student Assembly
(EASA) took place in Helsinki, the 2012 World Design Capital.
EASA is now a long-standing event run by students from over
40 different countries. Every year in a different location over 400
young architects from across Europe meet to tackle current issues
and topics in the fields of architecture and planning by participating
in a variety of theoretical and design build workshops.
The ultimate aim of EASA is to be a student-led platform for
the sharing and exploration of ideas across territories and borders.
‘Wastelands’ was the theme of this year’s EASA and focused
on those areas of cities that have been forgotten about or are
slowly becoming redundant, due to a complex web of political and
economic factors. As a result, many workshops at the event aimed
to challenge the preconceptions of what ‘wastelands’ mean for a
city whilst attempting to explore new ways for cities to deal with
these ‘leftover spaces’.
In keeping with the theme the assembly was located in a
disused gas works in ‘Suvilahti’, a large redundant industrial
port in the East of Helsinki. This area not only hosted over 400
students, lecturers and tutors for the two weeks but it also became
the site for the big build projects and formed the context for a
series of lectures and debates.
This year saw Scottish involvement in EASA at a record high
from previous years and for the first time the country was selfrepresented, meaning a full quota of seven students from Scottish
schools of architecture were able to attend. Adding to Scottish

representation was a number of tutor teams and guest speakers
who had successfully bid earlier on in the year to host a workshop
at the event.
‘Visioning Helsinki’, a workshop run by Scottish students
and funded by Architecture and Design Scotland, addressed
‘Wastelands’ by challenging the traditional approach to designing
and realising large scale masterplans. Students were encouraged
to engage with local communities that used the area and, through
a process of collaboration and discussion, come up with a brief for
a small intervention that would build upon the success of what
was already there. An idea described by Diarmaid Lawlor, Head of
Urbanism for A +DS, as ‘adding social capital to a site’.
Glasgow-based practice ‘Pidgin Perfect’ were also present,
building upon the successes of SASA they worked alongside Jude
Barber of Collective Architecture to deliver a programme about
the importance of community engagement in finding new ways to
alter common perceptions of Wastelands.
All in all the two weeks were immensely interesting for all
involved. The hope now is that the wealth of ideas generated during
the two weeks will filter back into the schools across Scotland. For
more information regarding this years EASA please go to www.
wastelands.fi or if you would like to know more about EASA in
general and how to get involved in future events please contact
easascotland@gmail.com.
Josh Murphy
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image from ‘landscape and structures’
Viaduc de Sembrancher, 1953, Alexandre Sarrasin
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Landschaft und Kunstbauten
(Landscape and Structures)
Jurg Conzett, Photography by
Martin Linsi
Scheidegger & Spiess
£35.00
This is subtitled ‘a personal inventory’ and
is in fact the catalogue that was published
for an exhibition in the 12th International
Architecture Exhibition in Venice in 2010.
These facts have to be borne in mind when
reading the book. Kunstbauten is a Swiss
term for civil engineering structures that
stand out by having a special relationship
with the landscape in which they are placed.
Bridges are often seen as the highest and
purest form of structural engineering and
perhaps as having no direct relationship to
architecture or influence on the landscape
around them. This book strives to prove
that there is a need on the one hand to
consider the architectural impact of any
structure in the landscape and on the other
that most structures such as bridges or
roads inevitably change the experience of
the landscape and sometimes can enhance
that experience.
The remarkable black and white images
in the book are by turns seductive and
sometimes remarkably mundane. The
stunning scenery in which most of them are
set tends to distract from the engineering
challenges that come with the deep valleys
and high passes of Switzerland. The bridges
that have been selected are an eclectic
mix, in style, construction and age. There
are beautiful stone arches from the 1600s
and crisp and clean concrete road bridges
from the early 20th Century, mixed with
open truss rail bridges from the late 19th
Century and ultra-modern footbridges
serving long distance footpaths. There
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is little logic to the choice or order – but
then it is a personal inventory. It can be
a little distracting to have no obvious
itinerary or progression through advances
in engineering or construction methods.
However the breadth of scale and location
continually surprises and in some cases
leads to images that are exceptional.
In the preface Conzett, a structural
engineer, explains the background and
basis for the choice of bridge and gives
a short history of the art of bridge
designing and building in Switzerland –
both for the highways authorities and the
railways. Alongside each of the images is a,
sometimes too brief, reasoned account of
the impact that the specific structure has
on the landscape around it and attempts to
analyse the choices made by the designers
that enhanced the views in which the
structure sits. While in some cases this is
interesting and adds to the image, there are
also instances where the analysis appears
to be based on post-rationalisation and is a
little forced. Generally though he manages
to encourage a different way of looking at
the structures seen in the landscape, every
day, by all of us.
There are images here that will stay with
me; the 17th Century slender stone arch
bridge across the Mattervispe Gorge, the
refined structural beauty of the early 20th
Century road bridges by Robert Maillart
and Alexandre Sarrasin and the exceptional
bravery and clarity of the footbridges he
designed for the Via Spluga long-distance
path.
For all the minor irritations of poor
translation in parts and the lack of deeper
and more detailed discussion this is a book
that sets out to challenge our perception of
structures in the landscape and succeeds
in making obvious the requirement for a
synthesis of engineering and architecture
at conceptual design stage for any project to
be successful.
David Narro
David Narro is one of Scotland’s
leading structural engineers.

Sitter viaduct of Südostbahn railway, 1910,
A. Acatos; Th. Bell & Cie., Fritz Ackermann.
Timber bridge over Aar river at Olten, 1806,
Blasius Baltenschwiler.
Aar river bridge at Koblenz of the former
Nordostbahn, 1896/97, Robert Moser.
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Dwelling with architecture
Roderick Kemsley and
Christopher Platt
Routledge
£29.99 (£100.00 hardback)
Any short journey into the Scottish
countryside is likely to provoke reflection
on why it is often the case that an old bothy
sitting in the landscape seems so much
more rooted and of its place than many new
houses. Many architect-designed houses
look strangely awkward next to their old
neighbours which were built by agricultural
workers, based on know-how handed down
through generations. For many architects
every simple stone box serves as a reminder
of the arbitrary and arguably even empty
character of much of contemporary design.
Dwelling with Architecture is a reflection
on this question by Rod Kemsley and
Chris Platt, two practicing architects and
experienced teachers. It is not a polemic
against the brutality of the kit house or the
insensitivity of the volume house builder –
but a subtle invitation to look more closely
at the work of their practice, Studio KAP,
and others they admire, in order to identify
some fundamental lessons about how we
make houses that satisfy more than the
basic need for shelter. The book looks at
questions of landscape, place, context and
a building’s afterlife at a number of levels
– usually underpinned by a description of
one of their own houses.

Dwelling with Architecture is modelled
on The Place of Houses by Charles Moore,
Gerald Allen and Donlyn Lyndon, published
in 1974. This fascinating but forgotten book
looks like a build–your-own-home manual
but brings together some sophisticated
thinking about what constitutes the
essential idea of home and with detailed
descriptions of design ambitions and their
evolution and the architectural qualities of
buildings produced by the authors.
Despite the fact that the authors
have a very negative view of ‘academic
theory’ they are not philistines. Their
reference to the work of Martin Heidegger,
particularly his discussion of dwelling as
both a human act and a man-made object,
provides the intellectual framework for this
book, alongside texts such as Bachelard’s
The Poetics of Space (1951). It follows a
recognised body of work which could be
roughly categorised as ‘phenomenological’ the study of the structure of the experience
of the physical world as opposed to
conventional understanding which is based
on the Cartesian abstraction.
This book is very personal, something
akin to a Desert Island Discs sessions. Peter
Zumthor’s writing and building have been
a key influence on the practice. Charles
Rennie Mackintosh, Le Corbusier, Carlo

Scarpa, Karljosef Schattner, O’Donnell
and Tuomey and Luigi Snozzi all feature in
the book, often in their own voice through
snippets of interviews, but also through
visits to their work. Andy MacMillan OBE
FRIAS and Isi Metzstein OBE FRIAS, who
were teachers and mentors, are given credit
for imbuing in the authors a unpretentious
attitude to the discipline.
The authors ambition to address the
question of why in the present day it
seems to be so hard to create ‘places that
people feel affection for’ is dealt with not
by engaging in easy-urbanism or looking
at the rules for good ‘place-making’ but by
personal visit to great buildings – beginning
with La Tourette by Le Corbusier. For
Kemsley and Platt, through the modest
use of simple materials, the play of natural
light and the framing of views, Le Corbusier
provided the inhabitants and their guests
with meaningful rooms and a potent sense
of place. La Tourette (and other buildings
such as Glasgow School of Art) say the
authors give us “a sense of location in a
wider world”. That wider world was both the
natural landscape (the surrounding hills)
and the spiritual activity of its inhabitants.
Penny Lewis
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Rooms to Inspire by the Sea
Annie Kelly, Photography by
Tim Street-Porter
Rizzoli New York
£35.00
With its seductive cover and the confident
claim of its title Rooms to Inspire By the
Sea, this book might be expected to be
something special. However, while there
is no shortage of loveliness to covet, this is
more of a book about stuff than space, the
sort of stuff that the author advises ‘can
often be found at local flea markets and
antique shops’, the sort of stuff that looks
cool in a shabby-chique Cape Cod Captain’s
house, the sort of Cool-Britania stuff that
looks good in Malibu apartments graced
by the Pet Shop Boys. So, in reality, this is
a book about wealthy American’s holiday
houses, written with soapy bubbles on how
the properties were ‘discovered’ and the
owners just fell in love with them the first
moment they stepped inside.
While it sets out to be something of
a pattern book for different approaches
to dressing houses and only superficially
touches upon one or two generalities,
such as ‘nothing frames an ocean view
like a dazzling all-white room’, the houses
illustrated do raise some interesting issues
about qualities that are common to many
attractive houses by the sea and about
the nature of part-time dwellings. Writer
Annie Kelly starts off her introduction
with references to classic films like Endless
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Summer and Death in Venice. Perhaps it is
popular culture that has influenced or indeed
formed the common perception of the ideal
Californian beach house or the peeling
charm of a Mediterranean artist’s retreat.
But the interiors of many of the houses
here demonstrate the appropriateness and
effectiveness of whitewashed interiors in
bouncing bright un-polarised light around
spaces and allowing pale blue-spectrum
colours to be appreciated.
Houses which are occupied for only a
few weeks of summer each year can afford
to be tatty and inconvenient and sometimes
end up so through the battering of the sea
and inevitable neglect through the winter.
There is evidence of holes in roofs of the
immaculately whitewashed buildings
pictured and perhaps the fact that painting
is easy and repair hard is another reason
for so much painted timber. Edwin Lutyens
was once criticised for creating only one
toilet and no bathrooms in his remodeling
of Lindisfarne Castle for Edward Hudson.
In his defence he set out that the experience
of living in a castle would be diminished
without such inconvenience and the need
for hot and cold running maids. Perhaps
Lindisfarne should be considered for
inclusion in a future book on this subject
that might actually inspire.
Wil Tunnell rias

Oxford Dictionary of
Architecture and Landscape
Architecture
James Stevens Curl
Oxford Press
£10.99
Issued in 2006, this is the second and
enlarged edition of the Oxford Dictionary
of Architecture, first produced in 1999,
here expanded considerably to include
fresh illustrations and ‘important’
modern architects and to cover landscape
architecture. In the latter, it follows the
example of its equivalent, the 20th Century
precursor, the Penguin Dictionary of
Architecture, which added this dimension
in 1999. While the Oxford Dictionary
arguably still vies with the Penguin to be
the standard reference in the field, it stands
head and shoulders above in content and in
value for money, as a more recent edition,
200 pages longer and less expensive.
The catchment of the Dictionary is that
of western architectural history, featuring
over 6,000 entries and including key terms.
The care taken to fulfil this function as
an erudite primer is proven. It is rich and
enjoyably deep in the seams it probes. As
it says on the tin it is ‘an invaluable work
of reference for students and the general
reader’. Curl is a leading authority on
architecture and has published widely.
He helpfully sets out in the preface the
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intent and aspiration of the Dictionary
and gives a full index to the abbreviations
used, responsibly sharing the source of
biographical information. While factual and
unbiased in tone, the occasional Pevsnerian
subjective slips into the text. Washington
Browne’s Sick Children’s Hospital,
Edinburgh, for example, is colourfully
described as ‘cheerful’, James Barnet’s
Court House in Bathurst, Australia, as
‘charming’.
Having established the calibre and
credentials of Curl’s Dictionary, I can
usefully in this Quarterly review define
its scope for a professional working in
Scotland’s built environment. Any attempt
to distil from the Dictionary a brief primer
on Scottish architecture would not be
possible. Curl explains that entries on
a nation’s architecture would rather
befit an encyclopaedia. That said, the
coverage beyond England, in reaching an
unexpected level and range, becomes more
representative than consistent. There is no
blame here, this is not a Scottish Dictionary
and does not purport to be.
While a ‘manse’ is defined and a cruckframe explained, the ‘black house’ is not.
If you wish to understand your ‘double
ressaunt’, the Dictionary will serve you well,
but for your ‘beebole’ , ‘rhone’, ‘Aberdeen
bond’ or ‘thackstane’ you must follow
Curl’s direction in the preface to Glen
Pride’s Dictionary of Scottish Building or look
elsewhere.
Selecting deserving entrants requires
a line to be drawn and this is no easy task
but the inclusion or omission of certain
Scottish biogrpahies is baffling. An entry
is given to R W Billings, for example, but
not to the architects and seminal authors
MacGibbon and Ross. The 2006 addition
of important modern architects does
not stretch, surprisingly in the Scottish
context, to Sir William Kininmonth, Morris
& Steedman or Peter Womersley. The study
of landscape architecture in Scotland is
in its relative infancy, but the absence of
John Reid, author of the internationally
influential The Scots Gard’ner (1683) and
Alexander Edward (1651-1708) suggest that
the Dictionary’s coverage for Scotland has

not materialised. Perhaps we are straining
for a Scottish equivalent.
Curl’s Dictionary is an enormous
achievement and a valuable general
reference, second to none in its field and
extent. Six years on, with CAD now in
common parlance, we need a new edition
to guide us through the basics of BIM. ‘Dear
Professor Curl, …’
Dr Deborah Mays Hon FRIAS

Schneider+Schumacher
Editors: Peter Cachola
Schmal; Till Schneider;
Michael Schumacher
PRESTEL PUBLISHING
£40.00
At first glance this book intrigues. It has
a confusing appearance like a diary or
notebook with strong red spine, contrasting
to black hard covers and a long red lace as a
page keeper. The typeface inside seems a bit
retro - reminiscent of documents prepared
on pre-computing golfball typewriters.
Full columns of unjustified block text
with useful annotations in wide margins
are relieved by colour plates and rather
lovely pencil sketches, but the alternating
German and English texts contrive to
keep the reader alert. This is a monograph
intended to accompany an exhibition, the
first of a series being produced by Deutsches
Architekturmuseum,
Department
of
Culture and Leisure, City of Frankfurt am
Main. The text assumes a certain amount of
fore-knowledge of Schneider+Schumacher
which could alienate a wider international
audience. References to their most famous

building, the temporary Info-box at
Potsdamer Platz, tempt the reader, but the
only images included are a Lego model and
some seductive concept sketches.
Interview conversations outline a very
human attitude to developing their practice.
The trepidation on embarking upon their
first major project - J.Walter Thompson - in
1995 will surely be familiar to many. They
defined this project “almost totally in terms
of the drawings”, noting exactly what was
wanted in the plans, so that they could
confidently re-assert their design ambitions
later with the contractor.
There are also interesting insights into
the architects’ proactivity in creating projects,
along with the acknowledgement of good
luck or good timing. The Westhafen project
came about after a failed Olympic bid for
2004 left the vast harbour site undeveloped.
The practice produced what they describe
as a “touchingly naive proposal” which
provided a third less floor space than other
suggestions. In time this development plan
became adopted but another competition
was organised and “four or five architects
were also invited to participate”.
It was another four years before the
practice was commissioned to build the
Westhafen Tower. They designed perimeter
conservatories, spiralling around the
circular tower to generate square floor
plans. Disengaging the accommodation
from the facade allowed the distinctive
triangular elevation treatment without
disruptive conflicts with internal walls.
The practice aims to produce
uncompromisingly modern buildings and
environments yet is keen to project a calm
and restrained character in all their work.
They have expanded from two partners and
five others to over 100 strong. The care still
vested on individual details on large projects
makes encouraging reading for architects.
Candid accounts of problem solving
in this portfolio also remind us that
achieving simplicity in form and design
solutions requires intellectual rigour and
equal measures of energy, ambition and
compromise.
Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS
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Hutchenson C, Gorbals, Glasgow, c. 1966

Basil Spence: Buildings and
Projects
Dr Louise Campbell, Jane
Thomas and Miles Glendinning
riba Publishing
£45.00
In 1962 Basil Spence’s seminal Phoenix at
Coventry book proved a surprisingly popular
bestseller, so successful, indeed, it had to be
reprinted three times that year. Fifty years
on, you can pick up an antiquarian edition
for a paltry £3.00. Despite such marked
bibliophilic fluctuations, Spence appears to
hold an enduring fascination for architects
in Scotland where he has garnered a handful
of thoughtful monographs including Basil
Spence: Architect by Philip Long and Jane
Thomas (2007) and Basil Spence 1907-1976
by Brian Edwards (1995). The RIAS even

Mortonhall Crematorium,
Entrance to main chapel
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devoted their 2002 Festival exhibition to
Visions in Light: Sir Basil Spence.
It is the RIBA’s publications department,
however, which has stepped forward and
commissioned what must be the definitive
book on Spence’s oeuvre. The three editors
(Campbell, Thomas and Glendinning) must
be commended on what is an authoritative,
handsome and, at times, compelling book.
It reaffirms the primacy of actual hard copy
over the digital with an alluringly abstract
cover image (on sturdy waxed paper) which
draws the reader into its 372 pages. This
muted monochromatic image of Coventry
Cathedral’s criss-crossed coffered ceiling
represents Spence’s apotheosis. At the
time of its consecration in 1962, he had
already completed numerous prestigious
projects and secured immense success. He
was considered the most celebrated figure
in his profession with an enviable CV
which included a Knighthood, OBE, RIBA
presidency and appearances on Women’s
Hour and Desert Island Discs no less.
This weighty tome sifts through 40
years output and adopts a chronological
approach to successive decades. Sadly his
practice began to lose momentum and
fragment in the early 1970’s when things
turned rather sour. Spence’s standing had
been irrevocably tarnished by some lumpen
and over-scaled proposals for Hyde Park
Calvary Barracks and Queen Anne’s Gate.
Such contentious projects (including the
wanton demolition of Edinburgh’s George
Square) all generated widespread opposition

Coventry catherdral

but he bridled at public opprobrium and
scorned it as “…a fundamental affront to
my reputation as an architect.” A growing
sense of indignation, no doubt, influenced
his decision to spend more time at his
holiday home in Malta and encouraged him
to cultivate a more international portfolio
with major commissions in oil-rich Middle
Eastern states.
Spence was inordinately talented but
comes across as a rather mercurial figure
with some quaint notions regarding
beauty, proportion and composition. He
relished every opportunity to confound
expectations and could morph seamlessly
between decorative set designer, Arts &
Crafts’ acolyte, romantic rationalist or
moderate modernist. He adopted Bela
Bartok’s credo and considered himself to
be “…traditional in the real meaning of the
word – to build in one’s own time, to serve
the people living now – by being the fresh
leaves on top of the old tree” and concluded
that: “I merely specialise in not specialising.”
Some may denigrate his buildings as
scenograhic or anachronistic but his legacy
endures and a generation’s perception
of the profession was largely shaped by
Spence’s persona. This book should spark
further critical reflection and hopefully
promote Spence’s protean talents to a wider
audience.
Mark Cousins RIAS

ALL BASIL SPENCE IMAGES © RCHAMS
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BIM Handbook Second Edition
Chuck Eastman, Paul Teicholz,
Rafael Sacks, Kathleen Liston
Wiley
£57.50
Building Information Modelling or BIM
for short is the latest and very prominent
technology driven initiative which has
vexed the profession. Practices and
architects up and down the country are
asking themselves – is BIM for me? Will I
have to adopt it? What is it? How do I get
started?
As I have already said the subject is
vexing the profession, particularly because
much of the architectural media’s attention
has focussed perhaps too heavily on issues
of liability rather than dissecting the
proposition and allowing the architects to
decide whether they wish to adopt it and to
judge how they can best engage with this
revolution.
Many others in the construction
industry are doing exactly that and rather
perversely may ‘steal a march’ on those who
have been trained and have experience of
managing the design process, namely the
architect!
As this book underlines this is a guide
for owners, managers, designers, engineers
and contractors. We are therefore but one
interested party in this methodology and all
of those others are interested in primarily
two things: knowledge and economy.
I believe that BIM is increasingly relevant
in Scotland, both because government
and clients are urging its use and because

more and more graduates naturally use it.
Indeed my own (medium sized) practice
has invested in Revit. But it will not be
right for every practice nor indeed every
project. Having made that investment
decision we are actively determining which
projects will benefit most from its use and
how we should amend our CAD protocols /
handbooks to maximise those benefits and
to ensure that robust systems are in place
regarding ownership, review, the exchange
of information etc.
This book is therefore a near perfect
accompaniment to our review of our
methodologies and does shed considerable
light on the identification of what could be
considered to be BIM appropriate projects.
In that regard I believe that it would be
a very valuable assistance to practices
who are considering whether they want
to embark upon the BIM journey and in
parallel, to establish protocols that suit
their organisation.
Those who are making investment
decisions or establishing a practice’s
protocols will find that this book offers
them a useful grounding in BIM in a holistic
sense whilst exploring methodologies and
organisational protocols in considerable
depth. From that perspective the BIM
Handbook should not be confused with a
manual which holds the reader’s hand as
they embark upon drawing with software
like Revit or Microstation, instead it
unapologetically concentrates its attention
on the power of knowledge and deriving
economies. To my mind that has to be the
ultimate goal of any architect using BIM i.e.
can I be more efficient and therefore can
this help me make more money? How can
I harness the knowledge I hold?
At one level BIM can be considered to be
a very expensive and sophisticated pencil.
That said, if it is utilised in such a simplistic
manner the architect has probably thrown
away money. After all felt tip pens can still
very effectively communicate thoughts and
ideas. Perhaps this book will allow us to
catalyse the organisational opportunities
offered by BIM and indeed secure our
lead role in the design team by effectively
managing knowledge.

The guide focuses on the early
availability
of
visualisations
and
performance modelling, better and more
effective collaboration and of course
coordination and clash detection. It also
reviews a number of projects as BIM case
studies and perhaps this will focus the
reader’s mind they are all large complex
projects with relatively speaking a large
proportion of repetition. The Aviva stadium
in Dublin is probably the best known. Few
architects in Scotland will be given the
opportunity to design buildings of this
scale. However I think that the case studies
will offer them a useful insight into whether
BIM will suit them and whether it can be
harnessed to better deliver their portfolio.
Those decisions will not necessarily be made
by the users of the software they need to be
considered at a senior management level.
But some practices may sleep walk into
automatically using it rather than harassing
it. On the right job, BIM might be a game
changer, the guide even underlines that the
model can generate cost estimates and bills.
That is efficient!
So perhaps architects should not be
vexed by this revolution. Maybe its the
surveyors who really need to worry. We
need to harness the knowledge we have at
our finger tips, I think this book will help
architects to do that. And perhaps design
a new business model around BIM to
maximise that potential!
I recommend this book.
Willie Watt FRIAS

All these new titles
are available at the RIAS
bookshop, 15 Rutland
Square, Edinburgh;
by mail order (0131 229 7545);
or online at
www.rias.org.uk/bookshop
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TECHNICAL

THE LATEST NEWS FROM RIAS PRACTICE
If you have issues you would like to discuss
please do noT hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson, Practice Manager
0131 229 7545 mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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PRACTICE UPDATE

Asbestos: Advice to Clients
The Control of Asbestos at Work Regulations have now been in
place for many years but the HSE has recently published revised
guidance on asbestos surveys as well as information on the
associated risks (see practice note OS1013). The full guidance is
available as a free download from www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/priced/
hsg264.pdf.
The RIAS still recommends that architects inform their clients,
in writing, of their duties regarding asbestos surveys, records and
asbestos management in relation to their properties.
The following wording may be suitable:
Dear Client,
Project xxx
I write to remind you that it is vitally important that correct
procedures are followed for identifying and dealing with situations
where asbestos may be present in existing properties, especially
given that many workers in construction are still being exposed
to asbestos and the serious risks to their health that this brings.
Discovery of, and dealing with, asbestos during a construction
contract can be expensive in both time and money and will lead to
delays. A full survey may be needed to ensure that all asbestos has
been discovered and the need for and extent of clearing up should
be assessed - and, following Notification to the HSE, a 14 day
pause will be required to ensure that appropriate arrangements
for the work, including appointment of licensed contractors, are
all put in place.
If work has to be stopped to clear asbestos, a general
contractor will, most likely, raise a claim for loss and expense as a
result of disruption of the works for reasons outwith his control.
This usually can be avoided by the timely use of information on
asbestos gained from appropriate surveys.
In view of this, an appropriate survey should be conducted as
early as possible and before the main contract documentation is
issued for tender. It is not advisable for the survey and removal to
be included in the main contract. The cost of appropriate surveys
will be incurred whichever approach is taken but an early survey
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will enable contractors to take account of the issues to be dealt
with and programme them into their timetable and costings.
You should also be aware that, since the 24th May 2004, as
‘controller of the premises’ you have had a ‘duty to manage’ asbestos
under the Control of Asbestos Regulations. You should know the
location and type of asbestos present in your property and retain
a suitable record to pass on to those who may need it in relation to
their work in, or on, the property. You should also have available an
Asbestos Management Plan. It is important to recognise that this
is not the same as a survey. When procuring a survey it is worth
noting that there are two types, either a ‘management’ survey or
a ‘refurbishment and demolition’ survey; the scope of the latter
being determined by the design and construction requirements of
your project.
If there is any reason to suspect the presence of asbestos, I
should be pleased to provide assistance to enable you to appoint the
necessary specialist asbestos surveyors and licensed contractors.
Detailed information can be found on the HSE website at
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/priced/hsg264.pdf.
Yours faithfully,
A N Architect
We approached Ian McCallum of RIAS Insurance Services
who informed us that the current RIASIS wording now provides
indemnity for asbestos, very much along the same lines as is
provided by RICS but it goes further than that and its limit of
£500,000 exceeds that of the RICS (RICS wording is for a limit of
£250,000). The RIASIS wording is as follows:
‘Notwithstanding Exception 17, Insurers will indemnify You in
respect of any Claim arising out of the Conduct of the Business,
first made against You and notified to Insurers during the Period
of Insurance, for any civil liability solely arising from a negligent
act, negligent error or negligent omission directly or indirectly
from, related to, in consequence of, contributed to or aggravated
by asbestos in whatever form or quantity, whether alleged or
actual.
Provided always that, Insurers will not provide indemnity in
respect of any Claim arising
(a) directly or indirectly from Asbestos Inspections carried out by
You
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(b) out of or in any way involving any Bodily Injury or fear of
Bodily Injury’.
Ian McCallum writes “Put into plain and simple terms:
Architects are not responsible in any way for Asbestos. Asbestos
will not be specified in any designs for “new build” and so the only
contact that an Architect may have is on a “re-furb” job on a fairly
aged building. It is the owner/employer’s responsibility to have
the Asbestos Survey carried out and it is the owner/employer’s
responsibility to deal with any removal of asbestos, using a
suitably qualified contractor. Should any Architect come across,
or suspect, the presence of Asbestos during the contract then his
responsibility is to immediately stop work, withdraw all personnel
from the site and get the owner/employer to deal with the problem.
By so doing, the Architect is using all “reasonable skill care and
attention”.
Architects should be aware of their responsibility if
encountering asbestos and how their insurers expect them to act.
The HSE website is a useful source of information on dealing
with asbestos risks. More details can be found at the following
address: www.hse.gov.uk/asbestos/index.htm

Contractual Update

Tendering 2012 JCT Practice Note
The long awaited JCT Tendering 2012 practice note which is an
update to the very popular Practice Note 6 will be published this
month. It includes model forms as well as a questionnaire checklist
which can be adapted to suit the circumstances. It is intended to
help establish the suitability of prospective tenderers. A full review
will be published in the next quarter of Practice Information.

Building Standards – Local Authorities
Verifiers

Scottish Ministers have again appointed local authorities
as verifiers for a further 6 year period ending in April 2017. It is
expected that all verifiers during this period will continue to
improve their respective services against an agreed improvement
agenda. Verifiers will be subject to regular monitoring and periodic
inspection under a performance framework to be developed by
Scottish Government and introduced in May 2012.
To read about the new performance framework you can visit the
Building Standards section of the Scottish Government website:
www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/Building/
Building-standards/profinfo/vercert.

The BIM Experience in Scotland
An RIAS seminar will take place on 31st October at 15 Rutland
Square, Edinburgh. The content of the seminar will be based
primarily on articles already published in Practice Information on
the various aspects of BIM.
RIAS Practice Services considers that all practices should
become familiar with the BIM overlay in order to evaluate whether
the choice of becoming BIM compliant is the right decision for
their practice. Principals will wish to examine the business case
for the investment which will be necessary in training, purchase of
hardware, software and workstations. Questions on how the use
of BIM may affect their professional indemnity insurance, which
building contracts will still be suitable and how their appointment
document will change to reflect the use of BIM in the design
process all require answers.
In contrast to all the other BIM seminars which are touring
around Scotland this event is specifically tailored to discuss
architect’s needs. In addition to the presentations, there will be
time available for a question and answer session on the above
topics.
A full programme and booking form will be circulated via
e-bulletin in the next few weeks.

Scottish Ministers appointed all 32 Scottish Local Authorities as
verifiers under section 7 of the Building (Scotland) Act 2003. The
initial appointment period was for six years and ended in April
2011.
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Looking for the perfect partnerhip to add that ‘furnishng touch’
to your new build’s AV & networking requirements?
Main stockists of:

Look no further than Graham Robertson Custom AV solutions.
From a simple TV wall mount to a multi room networking system, every Graham Robertson
installation is carried out with a level of quality, expertise & professionalism that few can rival.
Our highly trained engineers are fully adept at working hand in hand with the client or directly
from the architect’s plans, ensuring every system’s potential is maximized and installed to the
very highest standards.
So if you think Graham Robertson can help transform your new build project, or would like to
know more about all our service, please contact us today for a free, no-obligation quote.

01786 468 050

•PROFESSIONAL WALL MOUNTING
•MULTI-ROOM MUSIC SYSTEMS
•HOME CINEMA SYSTEMS
•COMMERCIAL INSTALLATIONS
•HOME AUTOMATION & NETWORKING
•WIRELESS NETWORK INSTALLATIONS

www.graudiovisual.co.uk

Graham Robertson Head Office: Unit 2, 15 Borrowmeadow Road, Stirling, FK7 7UW

Glass Balustrading
Hadden Construction is pleased to work in partnership
with clients across Scotland on a wide range of projects:

Grille City Aluminium specialises in the manufacture
and installation of top quality aluminium balustrades
and extrusions, including the Juralco range
exclusively imported direct from New Zealand.

Turnbull Aluminium Ltd.
t/a Grille City Aluminium
Unit 3, Inveralmond Trade Park,
Perth PH1 3TT
Tel: 01738 639 429 Fax: 01738 621 358
info@grillecity.com www.grillecity.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Main Contracting
Design & Build
Partnering
General Works
Maintenance
Refurbishment
Education
Housing
Healthcare
Commercial
Industrial
Leisure
Public Buildings
To discuss your next project, contact Stephen Lynas FRIAS
Hadden Construction Ltd, 1 Maidenplain Place,
Aberuthven, Perthshire, PH3 1EL
Email: slynas@hadden.co.uk
Tel: 01764 694702
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PRACTICE UPDATE

Planning News

Habitats Regulations
The Scottish Government has prepared two advice sheets for
Scottish Habitat Regulations Appraisal practitioners who are
dealing with Development Plans. The advice sheets were published
in July 2012 and are designed to compliment the Scottish Natural
Heritage (SNH) guidance (which is itself currently being revised)
for plan-making bodies in Scotland, by expanding in detail certain
aspects of the guidance and providing case study examples.
Sheet 1: Aligning Development Planning procedures with Habitats
Regulations Appraisal Requirements
Sheet 2: Screening General Policies and Applying Simple Mitigation
Measures
You can download the advice sheets form the Scottish
Government website.

Certification Update
RIAS-EDC Scheme Leaflet and Online List of
Certifiers
Over the spring the RIAS put together a new scheme leaflet
explaining the benefits of Certification. An online version and a
list of Approved Certifiers of Design can be found on the RIAS
website www.rias.org.uk/directory/design-certifiers/.

Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
(EPBD)
Building Standards Division consultation response on the recast
of the EPBD and the impact for Certifiers of Design.
BSD has now published its response to the consultation
on the recast of the EPBD. It can be downloaded from the
Scottish Government website www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/
Built-Environment/Building/Buildingstandards/publications/
pubconsult/epbdconsultrptfnl.
Energy Performance Certificates will be required to be uploaded
to a new Scottish Central Register for any building completed on
a warrant registered from 9th January 2013 onwards. The Scheme
will be working with BSD to ensure that Approved Certifiers will
have the opportunity to do this whether or not they have certified
the project.

Energy Efficiency in Traditional Buildings
On 11th September Historic Scotland held a one day event which
focussed on practical measures that can be taken to reduce the
energy use of traditional buildings, drawing from a range of recent
case studies and new developments within the construction sector.
Historic Scotland’s Short Guide Energy Efficiency in Traditional
Buildings was launched at the event. Practice note (SC128) on
Historic Scotland ongoing work was published in the Autumn
edition of Practice Information. The full illustrated article, written
by Roger Curtis Technical Research Manager at Historic Scotland,
contains links to the latest guidance and advice for the thermal
upgrade of traditionally built structures of all types in Scotland. It
is available on the Practice Services website.
Maryse Richardson
practice manager
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Online
SAP Calculation
Software
Includes BRE Approved SAP 2009 calculator
for use in England & Wales and Scotland.
Generates Energy Performance Certificates
and Compliance Checklists to Scottish
Technical Standards for submission to
Building Control.
Partnered to an accreditation scheme
in England & Wales for lodging Energy
Performance Certificates.
Instant online access – sign up, create
projects, generate reports and manage your
data from any computer with internet access.
Cross platform compatible – designed for
Windows and Mac OS, tested on all major
web browsers.
Flexible and competitive pricing – our
subscription packages start from as little as
£40 per month with instant access.
Free to use for the RIAS - EDC Test.

Subscribe online at

www.energydesigntools.co.uk
info@energydesigntools.co.uk 01227 811831
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a picture of claims
In 1989 RIAS Insurance Services published statistics on its first
500 claim notifications. These statistics showed that the majority
of claims arose from private housing contracts, which no doubt
reflected the spread of work undertaken by practices. There was
also comment that many of the problems which resulted in claims
had their roots in a lack of communication amongst the various
parties involved in the contract. As a summary of RIASIS 1989
findings:
Main types of building which were the subject of claims
Private housing
Pubs / restaurants / hotels
Offices
(Others

55%
10%
6%
29%)

Who are the main claimants?
Private individuals/private sector
Housing associations
Government bodies
(Others

67%
11%
0%
12%)

Main reason for claim
Inspection error
Specification
Design
(Others

45%
18%
19%
18%)

At what stage in the building project was circumstance notified?
Pre contract
2%
Less than five years after completion
62%
During the contract
22%
Within five years of completion
7.5%
Within five to 10 years after completion
3.5%
More than 10 years after completion
3%

feature of our work is that the greatest difficulty in defending
claims is being able to substantiate what one knows or believes to
be the truth. Incomplete files, shaky memories and the lack of a
proper paper trail remain some of the biggest pitfalls.
In 1989 the principal cause of claims in 225 out of 500
notifications arose from ‘Inspection error’.
Susan Moore, the claims executive for RIASIS, has highlighted
the ongoing problems of claims arising from inspection errors,
which in her view are the predominant cause of many claims
notifications. Susan comments:
“Role of Inspection. This should have been subtitled ‘Out
of the frying pan and into the fire’. I have groaning shelves full
of files relating to this area and have lost count of the times an
architect has been accused of a design fault to which they have
a good defence but none to having certified works that on closer
inspection are not up to scratch. Such is my conviction that the
role of inspection is one of the biggest traps for architects that I
am often tempted to say there are few design errors. They do exist
but are far outnumbered by errors in claims brought about by the
onerous task of inspection.
Worse still are the cases where the architect’s appointment was
limited to some initial plans and the issue of final certificate only.
In exchange for a very modest fee, the architect gains an enormous
liability that may result in a significant settlement, plus payment
of the excess for which the architect is liable, and the possibility of
an increase in the renewal premium.
Many claims arise because an architect is not contracted to
inspect with sufficient frequency, thus allowing the builder to
forge ahead and mask defective work. To protect the practice,
the architect needs to address, from the outset, the need for
an adequate number of site inspections with his client and
commensurate remuneration.”
Patrick Tyler is a Client Executive in the Financial and
Professional Practice at Marsh, a global leader in

It is interesting to note that 93% of problems resulting in
claims came to light less than five years after building completion.
A similar analysis of claims has not been carried out since
1989 as feedback has been based on Charles McKean’s column,
highlighting the background and outcome of claims made to
RIASIS. We believe however that an analysis of a more current
sample would come up with similar results. One unchanging

insurance broking and risk management. To contact
Patrick, please email: Patrick.tyler@marsh.com.

RIAS INSURANCE SERVICES
Tel 0131 311 4292 Fax 0131 311 4280
Email ian.mccallum@marsh.com
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retirement planning via personal pensions
Personal Pensions (also known as Private Pensions) provide you with a regular income in your
retirement.
What is a Personal Pension?
With a Personal Pension you pay regular monthly or lump sum
amounts to a pension provider who will invest them on your
behalf. The fund is usually run by financial institutions such as
insurance companies, banks, building societies or unit trusts.
Tax Relief on Contributions
Making regular contributions can be especially advantageous
as these incur tax relievable benefits, giving your pension an
enhanced boost. You pay income tax on your earnings before any
pension contribution, but the pension provider claims tax back
from the government at the basic rate of 20 per cent. In practice,
this means that for every £80 you pay into your pension, you end
up with £100 in your pension pot. If you pay tax at higher rate, you
can claim the difference through your tax return or by telephoning
or writing to HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC). If you’re an
additional rate taxpayer you’ll have to claim the difference through
your tax return.
There have been a number of changes to the rules that govern
pensions, with the introduction of new pension legislation over
the years. The changes have been extensive and in some way
or another have affected all pensions. Based on our current
understanding of the tax situation, which could change in the
future, some of the main changes were:
Annual Allowance
In any tax year pension contributions up to the greater of £3,600
or 100% of your earnings will receive tax relief. If you have no
earnings you can still invest £3,600 or have this amount invested
on your behalf. These contribution limits are inclusive of tax relief.
There is a limit on the total contributions that can be made to
all your pension arrangements in any one tax year without being
subject to a tax charge. This is known as the annual allowance,
which is currently 100% of your earnings up to a maximum of
£50,000 a year (2012/13 tax year). Unused annual allowance of up
to £50,000 a year can be carried forward for up to three years.
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Contributions above the annual allowance are allowed but
there is a tax charge payable on the excess amount. This tax charge
is at a variable rate which reflects the marginal rate of tax that you
pay.
Lifetime Allowance
The Government imposes a limit on the maximum benefits that
can be used to provide retirement benefits without being subject
to a tax charge. This maximum, known as the lifetime allowance,
is currently £1.5 million (2012/13 tax year) and applies to the total
value of all retirement savings. This includes any other personal
pension benefits or any retirement benefits from an employer’s
scheme that you may have. Tax charges of up to 55% will apply to
the amount above £1.5 million.
Tax-Free Cash
It is possible to take a quarter of the value of all pension plans
as tax-free cash. If you were entitled to more than this under
the old rules this can be protected in some circumstances. If you
have previously been topping up an employer’s pension scheme
by making additional voluntary contributions or have been
contracted out of the State Second Pension (S2P) or its predecessor
the State Earnings Related Pension Scheme (SERPS), you may be
entitled to a larger lump sum under the new rules.
Pension Benefits
The rules allow greater flexibility in how you choose to receive
benefits from your pension. And it is now no longer necessary to
buy an annuity - a financial product that provides a guaranteed
retirement income for life in return for a lump sum payment.
When can you take your Personal Pension?
From April 2010 the earliest age you can take your personal pension
is 55. Most people choose to wait until they are 60 or 65, but you do
not have to retire from work to get your pension benefits. You can
also put off taking your pension until you are 75.

artist blacksmiths

There are certain circumstances that will allow you to take your
pension before you are 55.
Regulation
The pensions industry is regulated by the Financial Services
Authority (FSA). The FSA sets out guidance for us when advising
about pensions. In particular the need for the product to be
suitable, based on your individual circumstances. This includes
the need for the product recommended not to have unnecessary
additional costs for features not used and that the funds selected
are appropriate for your attitude to risk. It also stresses the
importance of regularly reviewing the product and investments to
ensure they remain suitable.
Obtaining Advice
Planning for your retirement can be complicated, therefore to
ensure that you are making the right decision, it is important to
seek professional independent financial advice before proceeding.
Please contact RIAS PFS on 0141 226 8866 or email us at frame@
riaspfs.com.
Frame Broadfoot

RIAS PFS
Tel 0141 226 8866
Email info@riaspfs.com
Web www.riaspfs.com

Contemporary artistic metalwork for public buildings
and spaces, designed, crafted and installed by the
skilled team of artist blacksmiths at
Ratho Byres Forge. Our distinctive designs ensure
that each commission is unique.

P. Johnson & Company
Tel : 0131 333 1824
enquiries@rathobyresforge.co.uk
www.rathobyresforge.co.uk
Ratho Byres Forge, Freelands Road, Ratho,
Midlothian, EH28 8NW

Meet our family of leading
fenestration solutions
Senior Architectural is a major UK supplier of
façade solutions, specialising in providing
aluminium, timber, glass and fibreglass glazing
systems designed to the highest standards.
With more than two decades’ experience,
Senior’s reputation is that of an innovative driver
of the market, offering technical excellence,
performance, value, and creativity to the many
fabricators, architects and contractors with
which we are proud to be associated.

ALUMINIUM

HYBRID

FIBRE

GLASS

Tel: 01506 407 640 E-mail: info@seniorarchitectural.co.uk Web: www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk
Unit 4 Dunlop Court, Deans Industrial Estate SW, Livingston, West Lothian EH54 8SL. Strategic service centres located nationwide.
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CHAPTERS

hen house – 15 fiscavaig, isle of skye – rural design
PHOTO: andrew lee

the rias is a federation of six local chapters.
chapter activity is central to the life of the
incorporation and our services to our members.
these updates illustrate the breadth and
quality of chapter activity.
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www.aberdeenarchitects.org

Summer is coming to an end and the Olympics have come and
gone, but have left us all filled with a sense of pride for our sporting
achievements, for having delivered such a massive event so well in
some wonderfully designed venues and for having done it all in
our own idiosyncratic national style.
In a similar vein, the summer months locally have also been
a time to celebrate the achievements of established architects
and to reward the potential of those students seeking to join the
profession. Back in June, I and other members of Chapter Council,
were given the opportunity to review the work of the final year
students, in the company of Professor Gokay Deveci FRIAS, as
part of the judging process for the Silver Medal which is awarded
annually by the Chapter. At the end of an interesting evening
and some spirited debate, it was decided to reward the work and
achievements of a number of students. With the prize giving
evening scheduled to take place in October, I will not publish the
names so that the evening is not spoiled. Suffice to say that this
year’s students have produced a body of work which bodes well for
the future of the profession.
I was also privileged to be a member of the judging panel for
the bi-annual Aberdeenshire Council Design Awards. An initial
review of entries having taken place earlier in the year, a two day
tour of the north-east to visit approximately 30 shortlisted entries
ensued. These covered individual residential and commercial
buildings, housing developments and public arts installations
which represented the work of a number of local architects and
artists, and a few from outwith the area. A number of the shortlisted entries had also featured as entries in our own Chapter
Awards. The successful schemes received their award at a
presentation ceremony at Haddo House in early September.
These two events, along with the judging for the Aberdeen
Civic Society awards, have lifted the spirits in the same way as the
Olympics. However, I have been disappointed by the recent choice
that a number of fellow architects have made in not renewing their
RIAS membership. I have stressed the benefits of membership in
previous reports in this journal. All I will say is that I hope that
those who have decided to relinquish their membership will
reconsider in the future and rejoin. Together we are stronger as
a profession.
Locally, the debate rumbles on over Union Terrace Gardens,
but the focus has now shifted more to the political arena and how
the project will be funded and indeed if the project will go ahead
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MRA

aberdeen

Aberdeenshire Council Design Award Winner –
mill of elsie,
Michael Rasmussen associates – chartered Architects

at all. Having listened to Charles Renfro speak with enthusiasm
at the recent RIAS Convention about this project and the benefits
generated by others his practice have completed, I cannot help
believing that if the current proposal does not go ahead, that an
acceptable alternative must be found for the benefit of Aberdeen
city centre.
The Chapter Council returns to business in the coming weeks
and will be bringing you news of forthcoming events, our Awards,
along with details of a revamp of the Chapter website.
Murray Restrup fRIAS, President asa
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dundee

www.dia-architects.com

This season is traditionally a quieter time for Council. However
considerable efforts have been expended in publishing the DIA
Members Directory. This considerable body of work encompasses
names, contact details and mission statements from each DIA
practice. Special thanks to Jim Culloch for the culmination of
this unenviable task. The DIA promotes employment of trained
architects and raises public awareness of the benefits associated
with employing suitably qualified professionals. This publication
has been issued to all practices and a myriad of relevant bodies
throughout the area. Please inform Council of any suitable location
that we can distribute these or indeed volunteer to distribute to
your local library, etc. for public consumption.
We have also been particularly active in pursuing and educating
local press recently following a spate of misrepresentations in
property features. It could be considered flattering that everyone
aspires to be called an ‘architect’ but I for one get apoplectic at
abuse of the title. It is a battle that must be pursued until the
message is finally understood. The ARB appears reticent to engage
and it therefore becomes the task of local architects to campaign
to preserve what they have worked so hard for. It is hoped that
a series of articles currently being penned will assist in this
educational process.
Continuing in our role of engaging the next generation DIA
was well represented at Morgan Academy to address pupils in
a ‘Constructing Futures’ day, promoting architecture and the
construction industry. Special thanks to Sandy McAllister of
AMCA for his co-ordinating and presenting roles, ably assisted
Louise Wylie, Alan Fitzsimmons, Jon Frullani, Christine Palmer,
DIA Vice-President Colin Doig and yours truly. The event was
attended by around 160 school children and the DIA has been
thanked by the school.
We were delighted to note that Sam Wilson, DIA Best Final
Year Student, was the well-deserved recipient of this year’s RIAS
Rowand Anderson Silver Medal. Recognising Sam’s merit, the
judges’ observed, “Well-established and conventional approaches
are strongly challenged… and a convincing new architectural voice
emerges”. To reinforce DIA links to the University of Dundee and
further encourage emerging talent an additional third year award
will be presented this coming year.
Our new website continues to be regularly updated and
monthly e-bulletins are issued to members. Members are
encouraged to keep up-to-date with current developments and

morgan academy

events. Following the restructuring of the Council and website
attention is now focussed on ‘DIAlogue’ magazine. A new editorial
team has been assembled and recent meetings have revealed them
to be a creative bunch. Our last 22 page offering will be followed
this December with a bumper awards edition. We look forward to
an exciting new format and features.
The DIA Awards Dinner will be held at the Invercarse Hotel
on the evening of Thursday 22nd November. We encourage all
practices to be actively involved. Much effort is involved and DIA
calls upon its members to support the industry through selfpromotion. There are very few dinners of this type still in existence
and it is an ideal opportunity to enter a project and bring along
your clients and associates for an excellent evening of networking
and entertainment.
This year’s CPD programme is in the process of being finalised
and is embracing an exciting new format which is hoped will
stimulate renewed interest and increased attendances. As DIA
President I would encourage all members to participate.
fraser middleton rias, president dia
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edinburgh

www.eaa.org.uk
Ashley Bristowe

The last three months has been fairly quiet due to the summer
recess. However, we have continued to attend meetings of the
Edinburgh Urban Design Panel and organise CPD events which
consistently attract many members.
City of Edinburgh Council Liaison Meeting
EAA attends twice yearly meetings with the Head of Planning at
CEC. The most recent, on June 13th, covered a variety of topics,
including the proposed Planning Performance Framework,
forthcoming CEC Design Guidance, organisation of attendance at
the Edinburgh Urban Design Panel, Householder Self Validation
and the trams. The next meeting is scheduled for 22nd November
2012. Any issues members wish to have included for discussion
should be sent to the EAA Secretary (mail@eaa.org.uk).
Edinburgh Urban Design Panel
EAA continues to provide three members for the Panel’s monthly
meetings, reviewing major projects at the pre-application stage. The
EUDP recently undertook two field trips with newly elected City
of Edinburgh councillors. It was an opportunity for the members
of the panel to meet councillors and talk about what constitutes
successful design. Two EAA Council members attended.
CPD
This year’s EAA CPD programme took a break over the summer
months concluding the spring session with Dorian Wiszniewski’s
talk on the Metropolitan Landscape at the end of June. The EAA
Annual Lecture was held in collaboration with the RTPI’s 2012 Sir
Patrick Geddes Commemorative Lecture at the National Museum
of Scotland on the 7th September. For those who missed him at
the 2011 RIAS Conference, the lecture was another opportunity to
hear Jan’s humanistic analysis of how people use urban space and
how we can return cityscapes to a human scale.
Gloria Lo and Beth Cumpstey continue to organise the 2013
programme. Forthcoming events include:
• 26th September 2012: Malcolm Fraser FRIAS,
• 12th October 2012: Second Changeworks Seminar,
• 24th October 2012: Prof. Gokay Deveci FRIAS
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jan gehl

EAA Library
Crichton Wood is continuing work digitising parts of the EAA
Library.
Forthcoming Chapter Council Meetings
Tuesday 9th October 2012
Tuesday 13th November 2012
Tuesday 11th December 2012
More information and other Chapter news is available on the EAA
website www.eaa.org.uk.
Dermot Patterson RIAS, President EAA
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This summer session has seen two GIA meetings fly by. There
seems to be still quite a buzz that could be due to the fact that
one of the meetings was in the pub, as the usual venue was not
available (at short notice). All the committees seem to be running
at full speed.
The Alexander Thomson Travelling Scholarship is awarded
every three years for the furtherance of the study of ancient classic
architecture. Luckily for me, this fall within my presidency. As
trustees for the scholarship, GIA Council’s Education Committee
announced the re-launch in June. The brief was for the design of a
contemporary installation to breathe new life into the incomplete
parlour of Thomson’s Holmwood House, using an unrestricted
palette that might include sound, light, texture, colour and smell.
The competition was restricted to students and architects below
the age of 30 across the UK.
The competition was developed in collaboration with the
National Trust for Scotland - NTS (owners of Holmwood since
1990) and driven by the fact that visitors to the house are often
puzzled by the way in which some of the spaces are presented.
There are no records of Thomson having designed furniture for
Holmwood. As a result the house is a work-in-progress. Entrants
were invited to effectively write their own brief for how to better
present the parlour, an important room about which little is
known.
Eighteen entries were uploaded to the GIA website by the
closing date of 30 July 2012 and then shortlisted to nine by the
judging panel comprising GIA and NTS. The final round of judging
takes place in mid-September. All of the entries were to a very high
standard and the judges were hugely impressed by the originality
of ideas and presentation. Selecting the recipient of the £1200
prize will be difficult!
The shortlist is at: http://gia.org.uk/our-work/competitions/
alexander-thomson-scholarship-2012.
The Communications Committee has launched a new
employment section on the GIA website for employers, architects
and students in the Glasgow chapter. Members can create a profile
listing, allowing employers to search for the right candidate.
The GIA Design Awards are also gearing up for 2012, with
entries being submitted for the September deadline. The judging
strategy and criteria have been rationalised. We are looking
forward to viewing the shortlisted buildings throughout October.

john NG, tommy down

scott abercrombie

The results will be announced at the Members’ Dinner on 9th
November.
The Practice/CPD Committee has just launched their new
programme of Practice CPD events which will be hosted at the
Lighthouse, following a successful session in the spring. Building
visits and seminars, such as the “Construction Game”, will also be
available to GIA members.
GIA is also working to improve links with the Glasgow Urban
Design Panel and to strengthen its role within the planning
process.
And finally, to commemorate Jon-Marc Creaney, the GIA is
launching a new annual architectural photography competition.
This will be judged during October and be announced at the
dinner. All entries are welcome.
Michael Jarvis RIAS, President GIA
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• Increase yield per sq. ft.

• Prevent rapid smoke spread
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• Intuitive means of escape
for unlimited widths

• Increase footfall
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• Proven Fire Resistance

SmokeStop™ Evacu8®
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FireMaster®
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• 50% translucent fabric
panels
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• Protect non-fire rated glass
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Phone: +44(0) 23 9245 4405 | Fax: +44(0) 23 9249 2732 | Email: sales@coopersfire.com / info@coopersfire.com
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inverness

www.highlandarchitects.org

The 2012 IAA Awards for Architecture are through their
regional heats, with awards made for members’ work in Moray;
Caithness and Sutherland; Orkney and Shetland; The Western
Isles; Inverness/Central and IAA West (i.e. Skye and Lochalsh/
Lochaber). With a healthy number of entries, high levels of local
interest and media coverage and an exceptionally high quality of
winning schemes, the 2012 awards look set to be highly successful
for all. Details of the winning regional schemes are on the IAA
website (www.highlandarchitects.org); together with details and
booking for the 2012 IAA Conference and Highlands and Islands
award ceremony, in the Strathpeffer Pavilion on Friday 9th
November. This will be a high quality one day conference with a
glittering evening event hosted by the BBC’s Fred McAulay. As well
as our esteemed Secretary, the IAA hopes for a number of guests
from other Chapters.
The Chapter is unique (we believe) in supporting and funding
a number of local architects’ groups, the existence and activities
of which reflect the geographical area and diversity of the Chapter
and its members. Groups in Shetland, The Western Isles, Skye
and Caithness/Sutherland are long established and IAA Council
is currently reviewing the relationships between these groups and
the Chapter Council; how group activities can be supported and
increased; and how best local representation and local need can be
identified to and addressed by the IAA itself. To this end, a ‘mini
conference’ or specific event is being planned, at which the Chapter
Council and key members can look closely at how IAA operates,
what it does, how it might be more effective and what its members
feel, want, can contribute etc. This event, to be held before the end
of the year, will include the involvement of provocateurs and RIAS
centrally. It will ask challenging questions, for example, should
the Chapter employ staff to lobby and liaise on its behalf with
Highlands and Islands authorities and agencies? Should it change
its name? How best should it develop and support local groups in
its area? And how should its relationship with other Chapters and
the RIAS best evolve?
Following a ‘hiccup’ in the Chapter’s representation at its last
AGM, when no willing President was nominated, IAA Council
is now up to full strength with a high degree of activity and
representation on the RIAS and through its local groups etc. It
seems that, despite the ‘challenging’ economic and construction
prospects for the immediate future, the Chapter is in good health
and the activities noted above are indicative of a positive and pro-

milton of leys school, highland council

active attitude for the future. Initial discussions with RIAS on the
nature, organisation and content of the 2013 Convention, being
hosted within the Chapter, look positive and interesting, with the
first ever joint RIAS/RTPI event now being planned.
Andrew Bruce FRIAS, Acting President IAA
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As the building was being designed,
one question kept coming to mind...

...WHAT ABOUT
THE FIRE SAFETY
STANDARDS?

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk

www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life

Eight times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner

NEVIN
of EDINBURGH

‘The Royal Palace of Stirling Castle’

DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION

Specialists in Microscopy
paint anaylsis, conservation
and restoration

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.

‘Edinburgh City Chambers’

8 Swanfield, Leith,
Edinburgh EH6 5RX

www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228
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stirling

www.s-s-a.co.uk

STIRLING SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS AUTUMN
NETWORKING LUNCH & CPD EVENT
Members and guests are looking forward to an interesting
and informative afternoon of events on 20th September 2012,
kindly sponsored by Highland Galvanisers with topics covering
Protection of Steel, Social Media for Architects from Gordon
White at Fatbuzz.com, Designing out Waste from Rupert Carrick
of Zero Waste Scotland and Timber Technology from Doug Cullen
of Intelligent Wood Systems. The afternoon will be rounded off
with a review of the work of Nicoll Russell Studios from Willie
Watt FRIAS. For full programme and booking details visit www.
rias.org.uk/events/2012/september/stirling-society-of-architectsautumn-cpd-and-awards-event/
THE ‘REAL’ STIRLING PRIZE - BUILDING OF THE YEAR
AWARD 2012 & BEST USE OF TIMBER AWARD
There was a fantastic response to The ‘Real Stirling Prize’ Building
of the Year Award 2012 sponsored by Russwood Ltd with entries
up threefold on last year. Entries included:
• WB_Arch: Briarlands Farm,
• McEachern Architects: The Woodhouse & Easter Borland,
• Wellwood Leslie: Polmaise Waste Facility,
• Architeco: Cedar Studio,
• Falkirk Council: St Bernadette’s PS,
• Bracewell Stirling Consulting: Parklands Nursing Home,
• Arka Architects: 14 Albert Road, 2-6 Stevenson Ave, Myretoun
Barn, 13 Greenvale Drive,
• BPA Architecture: William Simpsons Home,
• Anderson Bell Christie: Raploch Resource Centre,
• MacDuff Architects: Camphill Blair Drummond,
• Reiach & Hall: Alloa & Stirling Campus,
• Bobby Halliday Architects: Hillpark House, Chalmers Church,
Coachhouse.
We were also pleased to announce another award category this
year, kindly sponsored by the Forestry Commission Scotland and
Wood for Good for the Best Use of Timber 2012. This award comes
with a £500 prize. Thanks are due to all entrants.
Judging was carried out last month by Sholto Humphries
PRIAS, Jack Hugh FRIAS and myself and the winners will be

bobby halliday architects

A warm welcome to the autumn update on our Chapter activities.

building of the year winner

revealed at our Awards event, immediately following the Autumn
CPD event on Thursday 20th September.
BUILDING OF THE YEAR AWARD 2012 EXHIBITION
We are currently arranging the 2012 Building of the Year Award &
Wood Award Exhibition which will again be touring around the
Chapter area. Full details will be issued shortly.
SSA LOGO
The Chapter Council has been working hard in revamping and
updating the SSA brand to provide a more modern and eyecatching image.
SSA JOINS FACEBOOK
To complement our new logo and to broaden our methods
of communicating with members, clients and others we have
recently set up a Facebook page where we will be posting a range
of news updates and articles. To join us visit www.facebook.com/
StirlingSocietyOfArchitects and click ‘like’.
FINAL THOUGHTS
As ever I’m keen to ensure that our Chapter strongly represents
our members both with RIAS and other stakeholders. Therefore
if you have anything you wish to raise or CPD events that you
would like us to deliver please do get in touch via the website at
www.s-s-a.co.uk or through our Secretary Moira Bain at mgbain@
live.co.uk
Stephen Lynas fRIAS, President SSA
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chartered architect // PRESIDENT
AND COUNCIL

president’s diary
august 2012
24
29

The ‘Real’ Stirling Prize Judging
President’s Policy Committee / Edinburgh

september 2012
07

Debbie Mays Hon FRIAS

12
19

The Sir Patrick Geddes Commemorative Lecture 2012
including Presentation of Honorary Fellowship to
Professor Jan Gehl / Edinburgh
RIAS Council / Edinburgh
RIAS Fellows’ Summer Reception / Scottish National
Portrait Gallery / Edinburgh

Jan Gehl Hon FRIAS and Sholto Humphries PRIAS
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REPORT ON september 2012
COUNCIL
Obituaries were read for Allan Pendreigh, Jonathan Speirs
and Stuart Wallace and Council stood for a minute’s silent
contemplation of their passing.
Council noted the Management Accounts to the end of June
2012 which indicate a slightly reduced forecasted surplus of £639
to December 2012.
Council noted the deaths of 9 Members, 10 resignations, 5
transfers to Retired category, 6 re-instatements, 26 elections to
Student membership, 27 elections to membership, 7 nominations
to Fellowship and 2 nominations to Honorary Fellowship. 1
Member was removed for non-payment. A tightening up of our
removal procedures was agreed, in line with the RIBA’s mechanism.
Final removal of non-payers will take place at September Council.
Council agreed to the joint membership subscription increase (to
£383) but decided to hold the ‘RIAS only’ rate (at £360) in 2013.
Council noted that responses are sought for the Scottish
Government’s Procurement Reform Bill Consultation prior to the
2nd November deadline. It was also agreed by Council to continue
researching the use of social media within the Incorporation.
Council decided that it was unnecessary to have a written
policy of representation and chose not to pursue it any further.
They noted the updates on SBCC and on the 2016 Festival of
Architecture and agreed to a lead-in ‘Campaign for Architecture”.
Council also noted a report on the RIAS Energy Design Certification
Scheme and agreed to its continuation.
Following a suggestion by the newly merged Government
and Consultancy Committee, Council agreed to take forward a
simplified MSP/Member pairing scheme. The Chief Executive
of City of Edinburgh has been contacted with a view to finally
resolving the issue with the collapsing rear garden wall at 15
Rutland Square. A decision whether to seek further legal advice
will be made on receipt of a response.
Procedures for nomination and election of RIAS President
2013-15 and for bringing matters to Council were discussed and
noted.
Council approved the adoption of the RIAS Chartered Practice
Scheme. They also noted the Conservation Accreditation update
and approved the disciplinary mechanism for RIAS Conservation
Accredited members in order to address Historic Scotland’s
requirement.
New artwork for RIAS site signboards was approved. Council
noted the RIAS Media Log, Committee reports, Chapter activity
reports, RIBA Council Report and the ARB News Releases.
Carol-Ann Hildersley
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chartered architect // MEMBERSHIP

membership report, september 2012
The Following Deaths were
Reported with Regret:
John S Argo rias
Marla Drummond rias
Thomas R Ferguson rias
Malcolm M Pottinger rias
Jonathan Speirs frias
David Sturrock rias
Stuart M Wallace frias
John Wilson rias
Robert Wright rias

The Following Resignations
Were Reported:
Andrew Brown
Michael Collins
Allan Graham
Victoria Mackenzie
Steven J May
Colin McColl
Lindsey Parker
John F Rae
Claire Ritchie
Clare Slifer
The Following Transfers to
Retired Membership Were
Approved:
David Congreve rias Dundee
A Stephen Downs rias Stirling
Oliver R Humphries frias Aberdeen
Gwyn E Kennedy rias Glasgow
Torfinn Thorbjornsen rias Glasgow
The Following Member was
Removed for Not Being on
ARB Register:
Aileen Jackson Glasgow

Council Approved the
Following Reinstatements To
Full Membership:
Kirstin Aitken rias riba Outwith
Rob Bunworth RIAS Edinburgh
Stuart Boreland rias riba Outwith
Kaz Kwiatkowski rias riba Dundee
Don Lochrie rias riba Glasgow
Garry R Phillips rias riba Outwith
Council Approved the
Following Elections to
Student Membership:
Min Chen Dundee
Jacob L Dibble Glasgow
Paul F Feeney Dundee
Alessandra Feliciotti Glasgow
Michael Godden Glasgow
Catherine Goligher Inverness
Christine Halliday Glasgow
Melissa Fiona Hart Glasgow
Neal Hemingway Glasgow
Samya Kako Edinburgh
John W Kennedy Glasgow
Charles McFarlane Glasgow
Drew Douglas Miller Glasgow
Yoon Chi Ming Glasgow
Mark D Monaghan Dundee
Natsuka Muto Glasgow
Nathan Ozga Edinburgh
Sarah J Pollock Inverness
John W Robson Glasgow
Lucy Runciman Edinburgh
Stephen Samspon Dundee
Michal Scieszka Glasgow
Sally Semple Aberdeen
Dale M Smith Glasgow
Jack W Taylor Glasgow
Xuhong Zheng Edinburgh

Council Approved the
Following Elections to
Membership:
Adrian Banks rias riba Outwith
Michael J Bradley rias riba Outwith
Helen A Campbell rias Glasgow
Michael A Cassells rias Dundee
Beth Cumpstey rias riba Edinburgh
Ptolemy Dean rias riba Outwith
John-Paul Di Mambro rias riba Outwith
Nicholas Paul Dormer rias riba Outwith
David Drummond rias riba Outwith
Chris Dyson rias riba Outwith
Allan Steven Fitzsimmons rias riba Dundee
Neil J Greenshields rias Edinburgh
David James Holt rias riba Outwith
Rodger T Jones rias riba Dundee
John D G Lamb rias riba Glasgow
Roddy Langmuir rias riba Outwith
Kevin A L MacLennan rias Inverness
Angus B McLeod rias riba Outwith
Michael F Miller rias riba Dundee
Neil J Millsop rias riba Edinburgh
Dannie Onn rias riba Stirling
Hamish Jack Pollock rias riba Outwith
Amir Hussein Saneirias riba Outwith
Trevor S Strahan rias Glasgow
David S Toy rias riba Glasgow
Derek Chi Yui Tsang rias riba Outwith
Nigel A P Wright rias riba Outwith
Council Approved the
Following Elections to
Fellowship:
Jocelyn Cunliffe frias riba Edinburgh
Ian Gilzean frias Edinburgh
Christopher Johnstone frias riba Glasgow
Lillian Johnstone frias riba Glasgow
Mark Major frias riba Aberdeen
Martin Mckay frias riba Glasgow
John Simpson frias Outwith
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commercial and domestic installations
supplier and fitter of leading brands of
carpet, vinyl and linoleum

Carpet supplied and installed for The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland

T. 0131 665 9944 M. 07850 327 901
info@effectiveflooringltd.co.uk
www.effectiveflooringltd.co.uk
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chartered architect // HONORARY
FELLOWSHIPS

Born in 1936, Jan qualified as an architect in 1960. He is former
Professor of Urban Design at The School of Architecture, The
Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts in Copenhagen and founder
of the internationally renowned GEHL Architects-Urban Quality
Consultants. He has been a visiting Professor in Berkeley, Calgary,
Capetown, Dresden, Edinburgh, Guadalajara, Jakarta, Melbourne,
Oslo, Perth (Aus), San José, Toronto, Vilnius and Wroclaw.
Gehl emphasises four human issues that he sees as essential to
successful city planning. He explains how to develop cities that are
lively, safe, sustainable, and healthy. In his paraphrase of Winston
Churchill “we shape our cities, they shape us”. For over 50 years
Jan has been at the forefront of a process of rehumanising the
contemporary city.
Jan Gehl’s city improvement projects include Amman,
Copenhagen, London, Melbourne, Muscat, New York, Oman,
Rotterdam, San Francisco, Seattle, Stockholm and Sydney. His
publications include Life Between Buildings – Using Public Space,
Public Spaces – Public Life and the seminal Cities for People (2010).
In his introduction to Cities for People Richard Rogers comments:
“No one has examined the morphology and use of public space
to the extent Jan Gehl has. He has astonishingly perceptive
understanding of the relationship between public spaces and
civic society and how the two are inextricably intertwined.”
Jan Gehl received the ”Sir Patrick Abercrombie Prize for
exemplary contributions to Town Planning” by the UIA as well
as an honorary doctorate from Heriot-Watt University. He is an
Honorary Fellow of the RIBA, the American Institute of Architects,
the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada and of the Planning
Institute of Australia.

Professor Jan Gehl is awarded the Incorporation’s
Honorary Fellowship for his exemplary contribution to
reshaping cities for people.

Joel Hernández

Dr Eusebio Leal Spengler
neil baxter

professor jan gehl

dr eusebio leal spengler
and dianna melrose,
british ambassador to
cuba

Born in Havana, Cuba in 1942, Eusebio Leal Spengler is the Havana
City Historian and Director of the restoration of Old Havana, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Eusebio is Deputy to the National
Assembly, a UN Goodwill Ambassador and President of the Havana
Monuments Commission. He is credited with the restoration
of many of the most significant buildings in old Havana. His
achievements have been recognised in numerous honours
and warmly commended by many international Government
representatives.
The RIAS recognises the extraordinary achievement of Eusebio
Leal and the City Historian’s Office in the reconstruction of parts
of la Habana Vieja. The value of this work lies not just in providing
housing, museums, offices and medical centres but touches on the
soul of the city. It also generates secure, long term, employment.
Havana reminds many other nations what many of their cities
were like before massive post-war developments, it remains on a
human scale.
Scotland’s historic city centres have seen continuous repairs and
renewal. We are constantly revising our ideas on the best form of
contemporary architecture for our historic environments. In both
Glasgow and Edinburgh we can see regeneration being led by culture,
the Edinburgh Festival, the world’s largest cultural event employing
significant numbers of people year round. Eusebio has been at
the forefront of cultural regeneration in Cuba and the process of
exchanging experience in this area between our two nations.
A recently launched initiative originating in Scotland, the
Cuba Conservation Trust, will raise funds, from around the world,
to help conservation work in Cuba. We hope to cooperate with
Dr Leal in this endeavour and look forward to helping with the
important continuing work of the City Historian’s Office.
Dr Eusebio Leal Spengler is awarded the
Incorporation’s Honorary Fellowship in recognition of
his unique contribution to architectural conservation
and the preservation of historic Havana.
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For all your equipment needs:
- Laser measuring
- Thermal imaging
- GPS
- CAD
ESIGNER
EUTSCHLAND
- Safety
21 00 58 69
- Inspection
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and much more.
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Robin Abbey

Signwriter
gilder, glass gilder

Traditional writing and gilding
Design
Historical context
Advice
Tuition

0131 555 4488
mobile 07939 000 831

robinabbey1@gmail.com
www.robinabbeysignwriting.co.uk
Studio 6, Coburg House Art Studios,
Edinburgh eh6 6et
a v in y l - fr e e zon e !

Established in 1985, Apostrophe Woodcraft specialises in superior
quality bespoke design for kitchens, bedrooms and furniture, all
meticulously handcrafted by a team of artisan cabinet-makers.
First class personal design, manufacture
and installation service throughout Scotland.
Apostrophe Woodcraft Ltd
Unit 4 Riverside Workshops, Jedburgh TD8 6EE
Designer Craftsman – Douglas Burrows
Tel/Fax: 01835 863 120
douglas@apostrophewoodcraft.co.uk
www.apostrophewoodcraft.co.uk
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OBITUARIES

Allan Pendreigh RIAS
22nd March 1932 – 3rd June 2012

Born in 1932, the son of a joiner/cabinet
maker, Allan Pendreigh trained as a
design engineer and studied mechanical
engineering at Heriot-Watt College.
Equipped with the National Certificate in
Building Construction, he was conscripted
into the Royal Engineers where he taught
field engineering. He also spent time in the
drawing office preparing plans, drawings
and relevant training information. On
completing his National Service he
obtained a post with civil engineers
Mason Anderson & Partners. Transferring
later to the drawing office of Crudens of
Musselburgh, he worked alongside their
chief architects James Watson, George
Bowie and Ken Lochhead.
He then secured a position with the
Ministry of Works, working directly for
George Pearce, head of the architectural
section. The Ministry allowed him to
study architecture part-time at the
Mackintosh School and complete his
studies full-time at Edinburgh College
of Art. He graduated with distinction,

winning the City of Edinburgh Medal for
Civic Design and scholarships with which
he travelled to Europe to study historical
construction.
One of Allan’s early projects with the
Ministry, before final qualification, was
the design of the celebrated plant houses
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.
Many sources have credited George Pearce,
however Pendreigh was the main designer
of the overall structure and detailing. Allan
remained with the Ministry of Works for
the rest of his career, working on a wide
range of projects including the Shetland
Coast Guard Station, the Edinburgh
Courts, the Institute of Geological
Sciences, various telephone exchanges and
work for the Ministry of Defence. He also
taught landscape construction and design
at the Royal Botanic Gardens.
Allan retired in 1992 but regularly
indulged his passion as a jazz percussionist
and continued to paint, sketch and to
teach art. His work was widely exhibited
and published. He was a keen contributor
to the annual Scottish Society of
Architect Artists’ exhibitions. Significant
commissions adorn the National Library
of Scotland, New Register House and
many private company HQs.
Allan is survived by his brother James,
children Karen, Bobby and Julia and
grandchildren Louise and Tom.
Information extracted from the
Dictionary of Scottish Architects.

Jonathan Speirs FRIAS RIBA
2nd March 1958 – 18th June 2012
One of Scotland’s most internationally
acclaimed architects, Jonathan Speirs, has
died from cancer. Over the last quarter
of a century, Jonathan has substantially
changed the world of architectural lighting
and the appearance and perception of
many international towns and cities.
Born in Ardrishaig in 1958, Jonathan’s
early education was at Bearsden Academy.
He subsequently studied architecture at
the Scott Sutherland School and then at
Edinburgh College of Art.
In 1984, with Andre Tammes, Jonathan
co-founded Lighting Design Partnership
(LDP). LDP grew rapidly to pre-eminence
with work on more than 450 projects in 19
countries. Notable endeavours included
display lighting for the Hermitage Museum
in Moscow, hotels, including the Oslo
Sheraton and London’s Langham Hilton
and the Edinburgh Lighting Vision, one
of the first city-wide lighting masterplans
ever produced.
In 1992 Jonathan left LDP to set up
Jonathan Speirs Associates in Edinburgh.
Relatively soon afterwards, his working
association with Mark Major led to the
evolution of the company into Speirs +
Major Associates. They were subsequently
joined by a third director, Keith Bradshaw.
The long list of iconic structures,
whose appearance has been substantially
influenced by the collaboration between
Jonathan Speirs and their architects
includes Copenhagen Opera House, the
Millennium Dome, Madrid’s Barajas
Airport, the Burj Al Arab in Dubai,
Gateshead’s Millennium Bridge and the
Gherkin.
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In 2010 the IALD Radiance Award was
given to Grand Mosque in Abu Dhabi where
the lunar cycle is reflected in gradations of
light through a spectrum from white to
deep blue. Beijing Capital International
Airport was also no modest undertaking.
Speirs + Major also undertook the
building lighting and the light show for
the official opening of the Burj Khalifa in
Dubai, the world’s tallest building. This
display ensured maximum impact with
remarkably low energy consumption,
sustainability techniques developed by
Speirs + Major leading the way.
In 2005, along with Mark Major,
Jonathan produced the book and touring
exhibition Made of Light - the Art of
Light and Architecture. He was a member
of the European Association of Lighting
Designers, Fellow of the Royal Society of
Arts, an Honorary Fellow of the Society of
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Light and Lighting, a member of the RIBA
and a Fellow of the Royal Incorporation of
Architects in Scotland (RIAS).
Jonathan won the International
Architectural Lighting Designer of the
Year Award in 1997. In 2005, Lighting
Magazine recognised him as the Lighting
Designer of the Decade. Since then the
practice has won three successive IALD
Radiance Awards in 2008, 2009 and
2010. In 2010, Jonathan was awarded the
RIAS’ Lifetime Achievement Award. He
subsequently also took great pleasure in
the award of an honorary doctorate from
Heriot-Watt University. Jonathan received
the Professional Lighting Designers’
Association’s Lifetime Achievement Award
in 2011.
Jonathan Speirs achieved more than
the vast majority of architects could ever
dream of. He innovated and helped to

produce images by which some of the
world’s totemic structures are recognised
across the globe. He taught in architectural
schools and lectured at international
events for high level professionals and
for students willing to learn from an
acknowledged international master.
Jonathan was a man of genuine
modesty. As a Scot, he was a superb
ambassador for Scotland, enhancing our
national esteem in innumerable world
forums. His work touched buildings,
towns and cities gently, but fundamentally
altered the way they are perceived,
understood and enjoyed.
Jonathan married Elizabeth (Liz)
Wilson in 1988. Tragically in 1993 their
first child, Calum, died after a long illness,
he was only two. Subsequently the births
of Lucie and Erin brought great joy.
Friends and family played a huge part in
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Jonathan’s world. He particularly enjoyed
the family’s trips to their lakeside family
holiday home in upstate New York. A new
house to Jonathan’s design has recently
replaced the original on the site.
Jonathan Speirs was invariably quiet
spoken, humorous and considerate. He was
also a Scottish architect of international
repute whose work, quite literally, brought
light to the world. He is survived by his
father, Robert, brothers Stewart and
David, sister Lizanne, his much loved wife
Liz and daughters Lucie and Erin.
Obituary by Neil Baxter.
Stuart Wallace FRIAS
1st January 1931 – June 2012

Stuart Wallace has died unexpectedly,
aged 81. Born in Clarkston, in 1930, Stuart
attended Eastwood School where his talent
for art led to an early resolve to become an
architect. He worked as an apprentice at
Boswell Mitchell and Johnston, combined
with part-time study at the Glasgow
School, then transferred to full time
study at the Royal College and graduated
in 1956 winning both the Gold Medal
and the Bellahouston Scholarship. This
allowed him to travel through Italy and

imbued him with a lifelong love of Venice
in particular. In his final year, Stuart was
elected President of the Architecture Club.
In 1960, Stuart joined Tom Miller’s
fledging practice. In 1961 they became
partners. Stuart and Tom were soon joined
by Bob Burnett. Through the sixties they
developed the practice to employ over fifty
staff. Following Tom’s untimely death,
Stuart became Senior Partner in 1983,
continuing in this role until he retired in
1993. Stuart designed a series of hotels
and leisure facilities for Stakis, including
the award winning reconstruction of the
Grosvenor Hotel and refurbishment of
Dunkeld House Hotel. He developed a
close friendship with Sir Reo Stakis and
designed his house in Dunblane. Other
repeat clients included Abbey National,
Scottish Brewers, John Dickie and the
Royal Bank.
Perhaps Stuart’s proudest legacy was
his sports stadia. His first stand in 1978 for
Clarkston RFC was quickly followed by the
complete redesign of Ibrox Stadium. This
in turn led to new stadia at Murrayfield
and the New Den for Millwall FC. This
enabled the practice to establish itself as
leading specialists in this complex field of
design.
Stuart was conscious of his
responsibility as an architect to the
profession and was a visiting assessor
and professional examiner at Strathclyde
University. He was elected President of the
GIA in 1990.
Stuart was passionate about sport,
particularly rugby, initially as a player
and thereafter as a long serving President
of Clarkston Rugby Club. He Chaired
the SRU’s Visitor Centre Steering Group
and Eastwood District’s Sports Advisory

Council. He was a well-known and
humorous after dinner speaker on the
Scottish circuit and a very active member
of the Bridgeton Burns Club, serving
between 1965 and 2012, as variously
Director, President and Honorary
President. He was also actively involved in
“Ye Cronies” and Rhuallan Probus Club.
Stuart always saw the positive and
committed wholeheartedly to his every
endeavour. A fantastic organiser, talented
architect, artist and cartoonist, he brought
the gift of constant sparkling wry humour.
His friendly demeanour and capacity to
engage with people meant that he made a
lasting, warm, impression. He brightened
many lives.
Stuart was devotedly married for over
50 years to Audrey who passed away in
2009. He is survived by two daughters, his
architect son Scott, their spouses and his
nine grand-children.
Obituary kindly supplied by Stuart’s son,
Scott Wallace.

Obituaries which are read
out at RIAS Council
are published in RIAS
Quarterly
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senior management

Maureen Johnstone

Lorraine Sutherland

Neil Baxter

Finance and Administration

Senior Receptionist / bookshop

Assistant

assistant (p/T)

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for finance and
central services, financial processing and filing, coordination of internal
room bookings and meeting set-ups, assisting membership, post and
mail, management of office recycling.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with incoming
calls, meeting and greeting, opening and logging mail for distribution,
ordering stationery and monitoring stock, dealing with suppliers,
maintaining press cuttings file, general administration duties.

Marilyn Leishman

Lily Office Dog (p/T)
ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to maintain
a stress-free working environment,
occasionally enliven meetings and ensure
a focus on the key agenda priorities (biscuits and sandwiches).
Introduces a Zen-like calm by generally wandering about and sleeping
under desks.

Secretary and Treasurer

nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of RIAS
policy, governance, business planning and
budgets. Overall responsibility for the Incorporation’s membership
services, Consultancy, Practice Services, accreditation schemes, events,
publications, outreach, political liaison, CPD, educational initiatives and
awards.
Sharon McCord hon frias
Depute Secretary

smccord@rias.org.uk
Joined: January 2008. Editor of RIAS
Quarterly, production of internal and
external communications, press and public relations, awards and event
management and marketing. Responsible for online strategy and
development, e-bulletins, web content and RIAS bookshop.

Staff
sophie birch
Practice assistant

sbirch@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2011. Practice Services
support, administers conservation and
sustainability accreditation schemes and the RIAS Energy Design
Certification Scheme. Co-ordinates the e-PI Bulletin, Practice Services
website updates and online research.
stuart bryce
MANAGER: bookshop (p/T)

bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing RIAS
Bookshop, including sales of architectural
appointments, certificates, administrations forms and up-to-date
and archived building contracts. Telephone, website and direct sale
to members and the public of RIAS publications and a wide range of
architectural books.
Charlene Byrne
Manager : Membership / rias
Consultancy

Joined: March 2002. Administration of
Membership, RIAS Consultancy, Scottish
Community Projects Fund, Architect in the House and the RIAS Clients
Advisory Service.
Carol-Ann Hildersley
Manager: Secretary and
Treasurer’s office

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management of the Secretary’s schedule, organising
travel and accommodation, handling incoming calls, emails,
documentation. Administration and minuting of committee meetings
and Council. Research and assistance on projects.
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Receptionist / bookshop
assistant (p/T)

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2009. Dealing with incoming
calls, meeting and greeting, opening and logging mail for distribution,
ordering stationery and monitoring stock, dealing with suppliers,
maintaining press cuttings file, bookshop cover.
veronica low
manager: commercial (p/T)

vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales and
sponsorship for the RIAS Quarterly. Sale and
distribution of RIAS publications and space rentals in Rutland Square. Also
responsible for sponsorship liaison for RIAS events.
Louise McLeod
senior manager: Finance and
Administration

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible for
central services function including finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts, insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT, health & safety, the building.
dr deborah mays hon frias
director: projects and ceo of
sbcc

dmays@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2012. Director of Projects:
advisor to the Secretary, developing and coordinating the 2016 centenary celebrations for the Incorporation. CEO of
SBCC: managing production and purchase of contracts, promoting their
use, managing the online services, promoting and strengthening SBCC,
its membership and website.
Maryse Richardson
senior manager: Practice

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.
Sonja Rosendahl

ADVISORS
marjorie appleton frias
practice service consultant
(p/T)

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on Practice
Information and matters relating to its publication, content and delivery.
Oversees the reorganisation and development of information issued to
practices.
Jack Hugh frias
Special Advisor (p/T)

jhugh@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 2007. Advises on
financial matters, collation and drafting
of PPC/Council papers, preparation of agendas; maintenance of 15
Rutland Square, Head of Certification and manager of RIAS Energy
Design Certification Scheme.
Pat Lally hon frias
special advisor (p/T)

c/o childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2008. Liaison with Scottish
Government and local authority politicians,
encouraging political participation in CPG and other RIAS events, chairing
of RIAS government committee, external relations with COSLA, STUC and
quasi-government organisations.
Brian Moore hon frias
Director: Consultancy

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.

MANAGER: COMMUNICATIONS AND

John Norman hon frias

events

accountant (p/T)

srosendahl@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2009. Event Management,
internal communication including website content management,
editorial assistance for RIAS Quarterly, e-bulletins, media monitoring,
awards coordination. Responsible for Online Directory, Special Skills
Directory and job ads.

jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget, quarterly
accounts, annual statutory accounts for
RIAS charity and RIAS Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger management/
supervision, RIAS/RIBA membership reconciliations, annual audit, payroll
issues, other tax and financial issues, as required.

Stirling Stove Centre

Woodburning and multi-fuel stoves ~ Professional fitting ~ Stoves and accessories
Flues, chimney liners and cowls ~ Log and coal sales
Stove-ready wood supply (less than 20% moisture content)

Visit our showroom to view our stunning range or call 01786 440028.

range
cookers

solar
panels,
thermal
and pv

design
service

fitting
service

biomass
heating
systems

Unit 5, 10 Munro Road, Springkerse Industrial Estate, Stirling FK7 7UU
Tel: 01786 440028 www.stirlingstovecentre.co.uk

RHI Approved
Equiment

Peace of mind.
For indemnity insurance that offers complete peace of mind,
choose RIAS Insurance Services (one less load to worry about!).

For further information, contact Ian McCallum,
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House, 30 Queensferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 2HS
Tel: 0131 311 4292 Fax: 0131 311 4280 email: ian.mccallum@marsh.com

RIAS
Insurance Services

